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Abstract

In this thesis the effect of Autler-Townes splitting is revisited and the dynamics of a 2- and 3-level quantum
systems, exhibiting this effect, is studied. This effect is a special case of the Stark effect, where the spec-
tral lines of an atom are modified due to an external driving electromagnetic field. Two different articles,
describing the Autler-Townes splitting, are studied, where [1] solves the time-dependent equations of the
semi-classical model and [5] studies the time-independent Hamiltonian for the system, which is described
completely quantum mechanically. In our work, we proceed by employing the semi-classical model, but
transforming the Hamiltonian into time-independent form, which makes the model easier to study. Subse-
quently, we also study the atom as an open quantum system and investigate the effect that the decay of an
atom to a vacuum field has on the Autler-Townes splitting. Throughout the thesis we present the density
matrices, and hence the time-evolution of the dynamics, in the Bloch-vector description in an attempt to
understand the geometrical nature of the dynamics and, in effect, the Autler-Townes phenomenon.
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Introduction

In early 50’s a phenomenon was discovered experimentally [1], where an absorption line, involving a tran-
sition between two energy levels of an atom, probed by a relatively weak monochromatic electromagnetic
wave, was split into two equally intense absorption lines around where the original line was supposed to
be, due to one of the energy levels, involved in the transition, being coupled to some other, third energy
level, by a strong resonant monochromatic electromagnetic wave. This phenomenon was coined as Autler-
Townes effect as a tribute to the S. H. Autler and C. H. Townes, the two scientists that were the first ones to
discover it, and is a special case of Stark effect, where the spectral line of an atom splits due to a presence of
some external electric field, alternatively called the ac- or dynamic Stark effect [5], due to the sinusoidally
time-dependent nature of the electric field. In this thesis, the goal is to revisit this phenomenon and shed
some light, no pun intended, on the dynamics of the phenomenon with and without treating it as an open
quantum system and, ultimately, to use an alternative mathematical representation, the Bloch-vector nota-
tion, to see if there could be insights obtained from a geometrical representation of the problem and the
results.
Before reviewing earlier work on the subject of dynamic Stark splitting in chapter 2, we begin, in chapter
1, by exploring some mathematics related to the Bloch-vector representation of density matrices, both for
2- and 3-level quantum systems. The advantage of such a representation is that it is geometrical in nature
and thus makes it easier to get an oversight over the dynamics of a quantum system. For a 2-level system
(section 1.1), the density matrix can be simply represented as a vector within a 3-dimensional unit sphere,
where one of the axes(more precisely the part of the axis within the unit sphere), typically chosen to be the
z-axis, describes the diagonal elements of the density matrix, which means that it translates to the energy
populations of a quantum state(while the rest of the axes describe the coherences). The evolution of this
vector is then related to the su(2) algebra, where the elements are represented as Pauli matrices. For a 3-
level system (section 1.2) the density matrix can be represented as an 8-dimensional vector, the evolution of
which is governed by a su(3) algebra, where the algebra elements are represented as Gell-Mann matrices.
The 8-dimensional vector, unlike the simple unit sphere for the 2-level case, does not reside everywhere
within the 8’th dimensional unit sphere, but some subspace of it, which we discuss in the chapter. Interest-
ingly, just like there is a line, defined by the z-axis within the unit sphere, in the 3-vector representation for
a 2-level density matrix, that describes the energy populations of the quantum system, there is, for a 3-level
system, a 2-dimensional subspace, of the 8 dimensional space, where the energy populations are described
by points within an equilateral triangle, the vertices of which denote one of the possible pure energy states,
of the 3-level quantum system, each. Plotting the time-evolution of the states as curves within the triangle
proves to give a useful oversight over the dynamics. Also, in subsection 1.2.4 a closed form expression for
the unitary matrix of the SU(3) group is reviewed [6], which will later be used in expressing the dynamics
of a 3-level quantum system.
In chapter 2 we review, in particular, two articles about the Autler-Townes splitting phenomenon. Both ar-
ticles base their treatment of the effect by proposing models where one transition is coupled to an external,
monochromatic, electromagnetic wave that drive it. To understand this better, before diving into the AC
Stark effect, we begin, in section 2.1, by working out the Bloch-vector representation of the dynamics of a
2-level system driven by such a laser light and introduce concepts like Rabi flopping and Rabi frequency,
which is quite central to the work in this thesis. We then proceed by revisiting the article [1], which was
the first article to explain the phenomenon, but by treating the driving electromagnetic wave classically.
Concluding that the approach taken offers little in terms of intuitive physical understanding, we continue
with the second article [5] in section 2.3, in which the author treats the laser quantum mechanically and
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6 INTRODUCTION

employs the Dressed-Atom description, consisting in simply observing the effect of the coupling term to
the eigenvalue spectrum of the full Hamiltonian of the system. The advantage of this approach is that it
offers a better physical interpretation of the dynamic Stark effect.
In chapter 3 we use a semi-classical model for the 3-level atom and derive the equations, where not one,
but two transitions are coupled to a different monochromatic, electromagnetic wave each. This is, in effect,
a more general description of the model than in [1] or [5], where they only couple one transition, however,
we will be limiting one of the couplings to be much smaller than the other to recover the Autler-Townes
effect. In [1] the authors also used a semi-classical model for the system, but the equations they obtained
were time-dependent, which proved to be rather difficult to solve. In [5] the problem is restated completely
quantum mechanically. This way the author obtained a time-independent Hamiltonian, which in effect is
easier to solve and interpret. In our approach, we go back to describing the problem semi-classically, but
we transform the Hamiltonian, and the equations, into a time-independent form. In section 3.3, we solve
the equations numerically, first with a differential equation solver and then with the closed form expression
obtained from [6]. The results are discussed qualitatively. To study the system more quantitatively, we
continue, in section 3.4, by obtaining an approximated analytical solution of a transition probability for a
special case of starting in one of the states, that is coupled by the main driving field, to the state that is
coupled by the weaker field. It allows for a discussion of the dynamics of the Autler-Townes effect at the
resonance peaks.
In chapter 4 we set out to study the 3-level quantum system driven on two transitions, like in chapter 3, but
no longer as a closed, but as an open quantum system, allowing a decay of energy states into the vacuum.
The goal is then to study how decay affects the dynamics and subsequently, the Autler-Townes effect. To
accomplish that, we begin, in section 4.1, by following the derivation [4] of the master equation for decay
of quantum systems and proceed to apply the equation, in section 4.2, on 2- and 3-level quantum systems
that are not driven by any external electromagnetic fields, just to familiarize ourselves to the effects of
decay. Then, in section 4.3, we learn how to combine the equations for the driving monochromatic fields
and the equations for decay and review their application on the 2-level system. We then use that as an
inspiration to derive the equivalent equations for a 3-level system and discuss the resulting dynamics in a
more general manner, before focusing our attention on stationary points, that the system evolves to as a
result of decay, to discuss the effects of decay on Autler-Townes effect.
In the articles [1] and [5] the dynamic Stark effect is implied as an absorption spectrum of the atom, by
treating it mathematically as a probability distribution, to jump to a state that is not strongly coupled by the
main driving field, as a function of the frequency of the probe field. In chapter 5 we pose the question of
what would the profile of the intensity of the emitted light be, as a function of the probe frequency. It is not
necessarily obvious that the Autler-Townes effect would be detected through emission and to answer this
question we go about by finding the emitted intensity in two completely different ways. The first expression
is derived by basing on the procedures done in [4], where the usual methodology of employing correlation
functions is used and the second expression is derived in a completely new way as proposed by [2]. The
independently derived expressions for intensity of the emitted light are then compared.



Chapter 1

Preliminary Mathematics

Motivation

In this thesis we will be extensively using a geometrical approach to understand the dynamics of quantum
systems. The systems we work with are just 2- and 3-level quantum systems, usually represented as 2-
and 3-dimensional hermitian density matrices. They can be reformulated geometrically as Bloch-vectors,
which is what we will discuss in this chapter.
In section 1.1 we will focus on the 3-dimensional Bloch-vectors representing the 2-level quantum states
and derive the expression of the transformation of this vector as it is induced by the SU(2) group. We will
find that the general group element can be represented as a vector, which will become the axis of rotation
for the bloch-vector. This axis of rotation is related to the Hamiltonian for a 2-level quantum system, giving
the dynamics a convenient geometrical representation.
In section 1.2 we will be doing the same thing for the Bloch-vector representation of a 3-level system.
Several details relating to this will be worked out, but most importantly, we will be reviewing the topology
of the vector space within which the 3-level Bloch-vector lives in (subsection 1.2.3), as it is not as trivial
as simply being a unit sphere like for the 2-level system, and eventually review the closed form of the
unitary transformation U (subsection 1.2.4), which acts on the density matrix for the quantum system and
consequently induces some sort of transformation on the 8-dimensional Bloch-vector that represents it.
The actual derivation of the closed form expression for the evolution of the density matrix, for the 3-level
system, is not done here, but is partly done and discussed in chapter 3.

1.1 Bloch-vector for a 2-level system

The definitions for this section are borrowed from [9], unless cited otherwise. A 2-level quantum sys-
tem can be described by a two by two density matrix σ which can be represented as a 3-dimensional
Bloch-vector ~m using pauli matrices. The general unitary transformations U , which we will denote as the
propagator, of an SU(2) group acting on such a density matrix represents the evolutions of the physical
state. These transformations induce SO(3) transformations, otherwise known as simple rotations, on the
3-dimensional Bloch-vector that represents the density matrix.
The density matrix is Hermitian:

σ =

(
σbb σab∗
σab σaa

)
. (1.1)

The space of all Hermitian 2-level matrices can be described by the identity matrix and the three pauli
matrices, which are:

σx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σz =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
. (1.2)

The pauli matrices are traceless, so since the density matrix has to be of trace 1, it must have the following
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8 CHAPTER 1. PRELIMINARY MATHEMATICS

form:
σ =

1

2
(1 + ~m · ~σ), (1.3)

where 1 denotes the identity matrix and ~m =

mx

my

mz

 is the 3-dimensional vector with real components,

which is what we call the Bloch-vector. In the matrix representation, the density matrix σ becomes

σ =
1

2

(
1 +mz mx − imy

mx + imy 1−mz

)
. (1.4)

When the propagator transforms the density matrix

UσU† =
1

2
(1 + U ~m · ~σU†),

we see that only the part with the pauli matrices gets changed and hence the vector ~m. We will, therefore,
focus on how a general unitary matrix transforms that part.
The elementsU in the SU(2) group are generated by exponentiating the lie algebra su(2) elements [8]. The
algebra elements are actually just the pauli matrices and the group element can be described as U = ei~n·~σθ,
where ~n is some 3-dimensional real vector and θ is the evolution parameter.
To derive how U transforms ~m · ~σ, we need to re-express U into a closed form. The pauli matrices have
the identity [9]

σiσj = 1δij + iεijkσk, (1.5)

using which, we can see that

(~n · ~σ)2 = niσinjσj = ninjσiσj = ninj(1δij + iεijkσk) = |~n|21.

If we add the constraint |~n|2 = 1, we get (~n · ~σ)2 = 1, which will be usefull in the following derivation:

U = ei~n·~σθ =

n=∞∑
n=0

(i~n · ~σθ)n

n!

=

n=∞∑
n=0

(i~n · ~σθ)2n

(2n)!
+

n=∞∑
n=0

(i~n · ~σθ)2n+1

(2n+ 1)!
.

We have the following properties (~n · ~σ)2n = 1 , (~n · ~σ)2n+1 = ~n · ~σ, and i2n = (−1)n, i2n+1 = i(−1)n,
we can thus simplify:

U = 1
n=∞∑
n=0

(−1)n(θ)2n

(2n)!
+ i~n · ~σ

n=∞∑
n=0

(−1)n(θ)2n+1

(2n+ 1)!
,

where the series are just sine and cosine functions:

U = ei~n·~σθ = cos(θ) + i~n · ~σ sin(θ). (1.6)

Before proceeding with deriving the general transformation of the matrixA = ~m·~σ, we scale the angle θ →
θ
2 , just to conveniently obtain an answer in the desired form. The question is then how will A′ → UAU†

develop as a function of θ, where U = ei~n·~σ
θ
2 . We have two real vectors: ~m, denoting the Bloch-vector to

be transformed, and ~n, denoting the transformation that will somehow be generated.

A′ = UAU† = ei~n·~σ
θ
2 (~m · ~σ)e−i~n·~σ

θ
2

= (cos

(
θ

2

)
+ i~n · ~σ sin

(
θ

2

)
)(~m · ~σ)(cos

(
θ

2

)
− i~n · ~σ sin

(
θ

2

)
)

= (cos

(
θ

2

)
)2(~m · ~σ)− cos

(
θ

2

)
sin

(
θ

2

)
(~m · ~σ)(i~n · ~σ)+

+ cos

(
θ

2

)
sin

(
θ

2

)
(i~n · ~σ)(~m · ~σ)− (sin

(
θ

2

)
)2(i~n · ~σ)(~m · ~σ)(i~n · ~σ)
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To simplify the expression, we denote, s = sin
(
θ
2

)
, c = cos

(
θ
2

)
and proceed

A′ = c2(~m · ~σ)− cs(~m · ~σ)(i~n · ~σ) + cs(i~n · ~σ)(~m · ~σ)− s2(i~n · ~σ)(~m · ~σ)(i~n · ~σ)

= c2(~m · ~σ) + cs[(i~n · ~σ), (~m · ~σ)]− s2(i~n · ~σ)(~m · ~σ)(i~n · ~σ).

Let’s focus on the commutator first, by employing the relation between pauli matrices (1.5):

[(i~n · ~σ), (~m · ~σ)] = i[niσi,mjσj ] = inimj [σi, σj ] = −nimj2εijkσk

= −2nimjεijkσk = 2mjniεkjiσk = 2(~m× ~n) · ~σ,

where the levi-civita tensor was related to the cross product in the last operation. Secondly we can study
the last term(i~n · ~σ)(~m · ~σ)(i~n · ~σ):

(~m · ~σ)(i~n · ~σ) = iminjσiσj = iminj(δij + iεijkσk)

= i~m · ~n1− (~m× ~n) · ~σ.

(i~n · ~σ)(~m · ~σ)(i~n · ~σ) = (i~n · ~σ)(i~m · ~n1− (~m× ~n) · ~σ)

= −~m · ~n(~n · ~σ)− (i~n · ~σ)(~m× ~n) · ~σ),

where the last term is

(i~n · ~σ)(~m× ~n) · ~σ = ini(~m× ~n)jσiσj = ini(~m× ~n)jδij + ini(~m× ~n)jiεijkσk

= i~n · (~m× ~n)− ~n× (~m× ~n) · ~σ,

where we notice that the first term is 0 since we take an inner product of perpendicular vectors. With this,
the result becomes

(i~n · ~σ)(~m · ~σ)(i~n · ~σ) = −~m · ~n(~n · ~σ) + ~n× (~m× ~n) · ~σ.

If we use the cross product identity: ~A× ( ~B × ~C) = ( ~A · ~C) ~B − ( ~A · ~B)~C on the last term of the last
expression

~n× (~m× ~n) = |~n|2 ~m− (~n · ~m)~n = ~m− (~n · ~m)~n = ~m‖,

the term (i~n · ~σ)(~m · ~σ)(i~n · ~σ) can be simplified to

(i~n · ~σ)(~m · ~σ)(i~n · ~σ) = −~m · ~n(~n · ~σ) + ~n× (~m× ~n) · ~σ
= −~m · ~n(~n · ~σ) + (~m− (~n · ~m)~n) · ~σ
= ~m · ~σ − 2~m · ~n(~n · ~σ)

We found that the last expression actually gives us the vector ~m component that is parallel to ~n. We insert
all our findings back to the main expression for A′:

A′ = c2(~m · ~σ) + cs2(~m× ~n) · ~σ − s2(~m · ~σ − 2~m · ~n(~n · ~σ))

Noticing that the term ~m · ~n(~n · ~σ) = ~m‖ · ~σ is a projection of ~m onto ~n, so decomposing ~m = ~m‖ + ~m⊥,
where the terms are parallel and perpendicular to ~n respectively, we substitute them back into A′:

A′ = c2(( ~m‖ + ~m⊥) · ~σ) + cs2(( ~m‖ + ~m⊥) × ~n) · ~σ − s2(( ~m‖ + ~m⊥) · ~σ − 2 ~m‖ · ~σ)

= c2( ~m‖ · ~σ) + c2( ~m⊥ · ~σ) + cs2( ~m⊥ × ~n) · ~σ − s2( ~m⊥ · ~σ) + s2( ~m‖ · ~σ)

= (c2 + s2)( ~m‖ · ~σ) + (c2 − s2)( ~m⊥ · ~σ) + cs2( ~m⊥ × ~n) · ~σ
.

We use the trigonometric relations c2 + s2 = 1 , c2 − s2 = cos
(
θ
2

)2 − sin
(
θ
2

)2
= cos(θ) , cs2 =

2 cos
(
θ
2

)
sin
(
θ
2

)
= sin(θ) to obtain

A′ = ( ~m‖ · ~σ) + cos(θ)( ~m⊥ · ~σ) + sin(θ)( ~m⊥ × ~n) · ~σ

= ( ~m‖ + cos(θ) ~m⊥ + sin(θ)( ~m⊥ × ~n)) · ~σ = ~m′ · ~σ.
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So, in summary, we have

A′ = UAU† = ei~n·~σ
θ
2 (~m · ~σ)e−i~n·~σ

θ
2

= ( ~m‖ + cos(θ) ~m⊥ + sin(θ)( ~m⊥ × ~n)) · ~σ = ~m′ · ~σ.
(1.7)

We notice that the vector ~m gets rotated in the way that the component parallel to the axis of rotation ~n
stays constant, while the component perpendicular to the axis gets rotated around the axis (anticlockwise
in our case). The usefulness of this is that the Bloch-vector ~m is, as already mentioned, the vector that
geometrically represents the physical state of a 2-level system, whose evolution is generated by ~n · ~σ,
which is the Hamiltonian that describes the physical system. Note that the vector ~m representing the
physical states must lie within a unit sphere [9].

1.2 Bloch-vector for a 3-level system
In this section several results, related to the geometry of the dynamics of a 3-level system, as it is manifested
through the Bloch-vector representation of the density matrix, will be derived and discussed.

1.2.1 Gell-Mann Matrices and su(3) algebra
The 3-level system is represented by a 3 by 3 density matrix, the evolution of which, in a closed quantum
system, is generated by the SU(3) group. The elements of this group are exponentiated by the su(3)
algebra elements. Just like the Pauli matrices are a representation of su(2) lie algebra, Gell-Mann matrices
are a representation for the su(3) lie algebra. Following is their explicit form as given by [9]:

λ1 =

0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

 , λ2 =

0 −i 0
i 0 0
0 0 0

 , λ3 =

1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 0

 ,

λ4 =

0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0

 , λ5 =

0 0 −i
0 0 0
i 0 0

 , λ6 =

0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

 ,

λ7 =

0 0 0
0 0 −i
0 i 0

 , λ8 =
1√
3

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 −2

 .

The relation between Gell-Mann matrices λi are given by [9]:

λiλj =
2

3
δij + dijkλk + ifijkλk, (1.8)

where dijk and fijk tensors are totally symmetric and anti-symmetric respectively.
Using these matrices, we can express any hermitian, traceless 3 × 3 matrix over the field C as a linear
combination H = ~n · ~λ, where ~n ∈ R8 is some 8-dimensional vector, also called the octet vector.
The goal is to have a geometric approach to the algebra, in which case two operations are usually defined.
They can be showcased by taking a matrix product between two general matricesH = ~n·~λ andH ′ = ~m·~λ:

HH ′ = (~n · ~λ)(~m · ~λ) = nimjλiλj =
2

3
nimjδij + nimjdijkλk + inimjfijkλk

=
2

3
~n · ~m+

1√
3

(~n ? ~m) · ~λ+ i(~n ∧ ~m) · ~λ,
(1.9)

where the second and third terms are defined in [8] as follows:

(~n ∧ ~m)k = fkijmjmj (1.10)
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and
(~n ? ~m)k =

√
3dkijnimj , (1.11)

where the f and d tensors induce the relations ~n ∧ ~m = −~m ∧ ~n and ~n ? ~m = ~m ? ~n. More on this in
subsection 1.2.6.
Using this, we can also rewrite the expression for the commutator:

[~n · ~λ, ~m · ~λ] = 2ifijknimjλk = 2i(~n ∧ ~m) · ~λ (1.12)

1.2.2 Hermitian Matrices as Octet Vectors

Using the Gell-Mann matrices, we are able to describe general 3 by 3 hermitian traceless matrices as 8-
dimensional vectors, which are alternatively called octet vectors. The following will be the derivation of
some properties related to Hermitian matrices as octets.

A diagonal Hermitian matrix

Re-expressing a general diagonal Hermitian Matrix in terms of Gell-Mann matrices:

G =

C 0 0
0 B 0
0 0 A

 = n01 + n3λ3 + n8λ8

=

n0 + n3 + 1√
3
n8 0 0

0 n0 − n3 + 1√
3
n8 0

0 0 n0 − 2√
3
n8


This leads to:

C −B = 2n3, (1.13a)

B −A = −n3 +
√

3n8, (1.13b)

C −A = n3 +
√

3n8, (1.13c)

or

n8 =
1√
3

((B −A) +
(C −B)

2
), (1.14a)

n3 =
C −B

2
, (1.14b)

n0 =
Tr{G}

3
=

1

3
(A+B + C). (1.14c)

We see that the diagonal terms are completely described by {I, n3, n8}.

Traceless diagonal Hermitian Matrix

Some symmetries for a diagonal Hamiltonian can also be identified. The propagator U = ei
H
h̄ t is fed a

traceless Hamiltonian H . Setting the average energy to 0, we obtain:

H =

EC 0 0
0 EB 0
0 0 EA

 = n3λ3 + n8λ8,
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where we will have the following relations:

n8 = −
√

3

2
EA, (1.15a)

n3 =
EC − EB

2
=

∆ECB
2

, (1.15b)

Tr{H} = (EA + EB + EC) = 0. (1.15c)

{n3, n8} is a two-dimensional plane, a subspace of the 8-dimensional vector space describing the general
matrix, and since the Hamiltonian matrix has three entries, which in principle are equivalent, then we can
assume that there is a 3 fold symmetry in this plane in terms of which configuration of entries we choose to
view. To clarify, we see from (1.15) that n3 describes the difference in energies betweenEC andEB , while
n8 describes the value of EA. Since the three energy entries are equivalent, then there should in principle
be two other coordinate frames in this plane that describe other combinations. The other possible ones are:
one for ∆EBA and one for ∆ECA.
The assumption is then that the plane is split into 3 symmetric parts with 360

3 deg = 120 deg between each
other. Rotating the plane by 120 deg we get a new coordinate system.
We create rotation matrices and for 120 deg we get:

n′3 = −1

2
(n3 +

√
3n8),

n′8 =
1

2
(
√

3n3 − n8),

while 240 deg gives us:

n′′3 =
1

2
(−n3 +

√
3n8),

n′′8 = −1

2
(
√

3n3 + n8).

In these new references of frame, we obtain the following relations:

n′8 = −
√

3

2
EB (1.16a)

n′3 =
EA − EC

2
=

∆EAC
2

(1.16b)

n′′8 = −
√

3

2
EC (1.17a)

n′′3 =
EB − EA

2
=

∆EBA
2

(1.17b)

We therefore see that when we have a diagonal, traceless Hamiltonian, with the entries being the energies
of a system, we only need the {n3, n8} subspace of the octet vector to describe the energies. The equivalent
subspace in the 2-level Hamiltonian case is the one spanned by the single σz Pauli matrix, the mz compo-
nent in (1.4). We will later see, in subsection 3.2.1, explicitly just what kind of dynamics gets induced in
such case.

1.2.3 The Density Matrix
The 3-dimensional density matrix is defined by [9]:

ρ =
1

3
(1 +

√
3~m · ~λ), (1.18)
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where ~m ∈ R8. Writing it out explicitly,

ρ =
1

3
(1 +

√
3 (m1λ1 +m2λ2 +m3λ3 +m4λ4 +m5λ5 +m6λ6 +m7λ7 +m8λ8)),

and in the matrix form by substituting Gell-Mann matrices,

ρ =
1

3
(

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

+m1

√
3

0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

+m2

√
3

0 −i 0
i 0 0
0 0 0


+m3

√
3

1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 0

+m4

√
3

0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0

+m5

√
3

0 0 −i
0 0 0
i 0 0


+m6

√
3

0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

+m7

√
3

0 0 0
0 0 −i
0 i 0

+m8

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 −2

),

we obtain the following form:

ρ =

 1+
√

3m3+m8

3

√
3(m1−im2)

3

√
3(m4−im5)

3√
3(m1+im2)

3
1−
√

3m3+m8

3

√
3(m6−im7)

3√
3(m4+im5)

3

√
3(m6+im7)

3
1−2m8

3

 .
A general Hermitian density matrix ρ is of the form

ρ =

ρcc ρbc∗ ρac∗
ρbc ρbb ρab∗
ρac ρab ρaa

 , (1.19)

so by equating the last two expressions, we can identify each component of the density matrix in terms of
the 8-vector:

m8 =
1

2
(1− 3ρaa) =

3

2
(ρcc + ρbb)− 1, (1.20a)

m3 =

√
3

2
(ρcc − ρbb), (1.20b)

m1 =

√
3

2
(ρbc + ρ∗bc), (1.20c)

m2 =

√
3

2
i(ρ∗bc − ρbc), (1.20d)

m4 =

√
3

2
(ρac + ρ∗ac), (1.20e)

m5 =

√
3

2
i(ρ∗ac − ρac), (1.20f)

m6 =

√
3

2
(ρab + ρ∗ab), (1.20g)

m7 =

√
3

2
i(ρ∗ab − ρab). (1.20h)

Topology of physical states

The density matrix (1.18) expressed as an octet vector will describe any Hermitian matrix of trace 1.
However, we are interested in describing only the physical systems, which must have the eigenvalues that
are positive or zero. That means that ρ has to be positive-semidefinite. This is a constraint on ~m, making
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the physical states to be some 8-dimensional subspace Ω3 of R8. We review briefly the article by Sandeep
K. Goyal et. al.[9] that discusses how these constraints induces the topology of Ω3.
In the expression for ρ, the Gell-Mann matrices ensure the hermiticity and the prefactor 1

3 ensures a unit
trace. Further on, the article starts off by arguing that since a convex sum C of two arbitrary positive-
semidefinite matrices A ≥ 0 and B ≥ 0 is also positive-semidefinite as follows: C = xA + (1 − x)B ≥
0→ C ≥ 0, where x ∈ [0, 1], then the Ω3 is a closed convex set. This implies that to find the boundary δΩ3

of this set, it suffices to find the extremals Ωext3 , and the boundary will be a convex sum of these extremals,
because the convex topology will make sure that there is no convex sum of physical states that wil give us
a non-physical one.
To find a condition for these extremals the article argues that these extremals are the pure states and thus
by applying ρ2 = ρ, the following conditions

~n · ~n = 1, ~n ? ~n = ~n

for the set of all extremals are obtained. Further on, by using the fact that the boundary of Ω3 has to
be a singular matrix, meaning that at least one of the eigenvalues are 0, a closed form expression for the
boundary is obtained by the constraint det(ρ) = 0. By proving the fact that the positive semi-definite
matrices lie within this boundary and not outside of it, the article presents the expression for the set Ω3 of
bloch-vectors as follows:

Ω3 = {~n ∈ R8|3~n · ~n− 2~n ? ~n · ~n ≤ 1, ~n · ~n ≤ 1}.

The physical state space(Bloch-space) for the two level systems Ω2 are well known and defined as

Ω2 = {~n ∈ R3|~n · ~n ≤ 1}

and comparing the two so far, we see that just like for 2-level systems, the 3-level Bloch-vectors are also
constrained within a unit sphere in the 8-dimensions. However, unlike the 2-level case, the 3-level Bloch-
vectors have further, non-trivial, constraints withing that sphere, meaning that there still are non-physical
states within the unit sphere.
The article [9] goes further in their discussion of the the constraints within the unit sphere and the main
properties concerning δΩ3 are:

• The trivial fact that δΩ3 can never stray outside the unit sphere |~n| = 1 (the outer sphere).

• There exists another sphere, the inner sphere, |~n| = 1
2 , and the boundary δΩ3 can never stray within

it’s radius. The inner sphere is ”dual” to the outer sphere, meaning that if the boundary δΩ3 happens
to be on the outer sphere, than there is also a boundary on the diametrically opposite point on the
inner sphere.

• Lastly, there exists a third sphere, the middle sphere at |~n| = 1√
3

, between the outer and inner spheres.
This sphere is ”self-dual” in the sense that if δΩ3 lies on it, then it also lies on the diametrically
opposite point at the same radius.

Physically, the points on the outer boundary represent pure states with vanishing von Neumann entropy
while the points on the inner sphere represent maximum entropy among all boundary points.

In the [9] article, a multitude of examples of Ω3 cross-sections are explicitly presented, however one that
is not which is of special interest to us, since it would describe the diagonal elements of the density matrix
and hence the energy populations, is the m3 −m8 cross-section. We find it simply by setting det(ρ) = 0,
for a case where all the ~m componets, except for m3 and m8, are 0. The result for the boundary that we
obtain, however, is not proved for a general case where the other vector components are non-zero. We
plot it here in Figure 1.1 showing the cross-sections of the inner, middle and outer spheres along with the
boundary points that we obtained. Just as discussed above, we see that at the three intersections of the
boundary, the triangle, with the outer sphere, diametrically opposite(across the middle point that is) of each
of them, the triangle is intersecting with the inner sphere. Also, whenever the triangle intersects with the
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Figure 1.1: The plot showing the cross section of the 3 spheres, the outer, middle and the inner one along
with the boundary of Ω3 as a triangle. Everything within that triangle is a possible physical state.

middle sphere, one can also see that it also intersects with the same inner sphere diametrically opposite of
it. The triangle and the space that it contains within, is the cross section of Ω3 onto the m3,m8 subspace.
In summary this space contains the whole of the inner sphere, and never leaves the outer sphere and, in
effect, satisfies the conditions for what a boundary should look like, discussed above.
When inspecting (1.20) we see that the diagonal values of the density matrix ρ are completely described
by this m3,m8 cross-section, where the upper left, upper right and middle bottom edges of the triangle are
pure states |B〉,|C〉 and |A〉 respectively while the middle point in the center is the completely mixed state
between all of these states. Furthermore the off diagonal terms of ρ suggest that the remaining dimensions
represent coherences between the three states: {m1,m2} are coherences between |B〉 and |C〉;{m4,m5}
are coherences between |A〉 and |C〉;{m6,m7} are coherences between |A〉 and |B〉.
These results about the density matrix will be useful in determining the validity of our solutions and giving
geometrical insights in the dynamics of the 3-level systems.

1.2.4 Closed Form Expression for the Unitary Transformation
In section 1.1, we derived the closed form expression for the unitary transformation U (1.6), which ex-
plicitly represents the SU(2) group. In this subsection, we will present a closed form expression for the
unitary transformation U for the SU(3) group. In 2015 Thomas L. Curtright and Cosmas K. Zachos pub-
lished an article [6] presenting exactly such an expression. The explicit form they derived for the unitary
transformation is:

U = ei
H′
h̄ t =

∑
k=0,1,2

[

(
H ′

h̄

)2

+
2√
3

(
H ′

h̄

)
sin (φ+

2πk

3
)

− 1

3
I(1 + 2 cos 2(φ+

2πk

3
))]
exp( 2√

3
it sin (φ+ 2πk

3 )

1− 2 cos 2(φ+ 2πk
3 )

,

(1.21)

where φ is given as :

det

(
H ′

h̄

)
= − 2

3
√

3
sin (3φ)

In this subsection, we will be deriving the results presented in the [6] article. Following the discussion in
the article, we will normalize the generator H of U and use Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation [7] to obtain
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the closed form matrix polynomial (1.21) for U in such a way that the only invariants are the displacement
variable t and the determinant det(H).

Normalizing the Generator

The generator H is a 3x3 hermitian matrix. When using the Sylvester formula(explained later in this
subsection), the polynomial (1.21) is a function of H itself and it’s eigenvalues h0, h1, h2. The eigenval-
ues impose 3 degrees of freedom, but in the article they are constrained to only one degree of freedom
det(H) = h0h1h2 = − 2

3
√

3
sin(3φ). We are tasked with finding that one degree of freedom explicitly and

work out the expressions for the eigenvalues.
The article proceeds by constraining the eigenvalues in two ways. Firstly, the generators have to be

traceless Tr{H} = 0, allowingH to be expressed as a linear combination of Gell-Mann matricesH = ~n·~λ.
Secondly, by constraining the length of the octet |~n| = 1. This is done by Tr

{
H2
}

= 2. Using the found
relation (1.9) we obtain

Tr
{
H2
}

= Tr

{
2

3
~n · ~n

}
+ Tr

{
1√
3

(~n ? ~n) · ~λ
}

+ Tr
{
i(~n ∧ ~n) · ~λ

}
Tr
{
H2
}

= 2|~n|2 = 2→ |~n| = 1

The Trace function is invariant under unitary transformations, we can thus work with the diagonalized
form: Tr(H) = h1 + h2 + h3, Tr

(
H2
)

= h2
1 + h2

2 + h2
3. We obtain the following two conditions:

h1 + h2 + h3 = 0, (1.22)

h2
1 + h2

2 + h2
3 = (

√
2)2. (1.23)

We can now treat the eigenvalues as components of a vector in a three dimensional space, where the dimen-
sions denote the value of the eigenvalues. In that case, (1.22) represents a plane of possible eigenvalues and
(1.23) represents a surface of a sphere with radius

√
2 in this plane. The intersection between this plane and

the sphere must then be a circle and we can parametrise it as follows : we know that the circle has radius
r =
√

2 (1.23) and it revolves about an axis ~n = 1√
3
(1, 1, 1) (1.22). We can then write the parametrisation

of the circle as
~v(φ) = r[cos(φ) ~m⊥ + sin(φ)( ~m⊥ × ~n)],

where φ is just the angle along this circle. Choosing an arbitrary vector ~m⊥, as long as it is perpendicular
to ~n, for example ~m⊥ = 1√

2
(1,−1, 0), we obtain:

~v(φ) =

h1

h2

h3

 =

 cosφ− 1√
3

sinφ

− cosφ− 1√
3

sinφ
2√
3

sinφ

 =


2√
3

sin
(
φ+ 2π

3

)
2√
3

sin
(
φ+ 4π

3

)
2√
3

sinφ

 .

Then, with quick trigonometry, we recover the expression det(H) = h1h2h3 = − 2
3
√

3
sin(3φ). The

determinant det(H) is invariant under unitary transformations and consequently φ, which is a function of
the determinant, is the invariant for the expression (1.21).
We also restate the found expressions for the eigenvalues, they will be useful in calculations

hk =
2√
3

sin

(
φ+

2πk

3

)
,

or more explicitly:

h0 =
2√
3

sin(φ), (1.24a)

h1 =
2√
3

sin

(
φ+

2π

3

)
, (1.24b)

h2 =
2√
3

sin

(
φ+

4π

3

)
. (1.24c)
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And a few more useful relations can be derived from (1.24), (1.22),(1.23):

−1 = h0h1 + h0h2 + h1h2, (1.25a)

h1h2 = h2
0 − 1, (1.25b)

h0h2 = h2
1 − 1, (1.25c)

h0h1 = h2
2 − 1. (1.25d)

Deriving the Propagator

We can now derive the expression (1.21) by employing the Sylvester formula given by [7] as

f(H) =
∑
i=0

f(hi)Hi (1.26)

where

Hi ≡
∏
j 6=i

1

hi − hj
(H − hjI).

In our case f(x) = eixt.
U = eiHt = f(h0)H0 + f(h1)H1 + f(h2)H2

= eih0t
(H − h1I)(H − h2I)

(h0 − h1)(h0 − h2)
+ eih1t

(H − h0I)(H − h2I)

(h1 − h0)(h1 − h2)
+ eih2t

(H − h0I)(H − h1I)

(h2 − h0)(h2 − h1)
.

Focusing on the first term, the nominator is simplified using (1.25) to

(H − h1I)(H − h2I) = H2 − (h1 + h2)H + h1h2I = H2 + h0H + h1h2I

= H2 + h0H + (h2
0 − 1)I

and the denominator to

(h0 − h1)(h0 − h2) = h2
0 − h0h2 − h1h0 + h1h2 = 3h2

0 − 1.

Repeating the calculation for the other two terms, we obtain equivalent results and U can be written as:

U = eiHt =
∑

i=0,1,2

[H2 + hiH + (h2
i − 1)I]

eihit

(3h2
i − 1)

. (1.27)

Substituting hi with the appropriate sinus functions of φ, we obtain:

(h2
k − 1) = −1

3
(1 + 2 cos

(
2(φ+

2πk

3
)

)
)

and

3h2
k − 1 = (1− 2 cos

(
2(φ+

2πk

3
)

)
.

Finally, substituting these results in (1.27) we recover the expression (1.21).
Now that we have a form for the unitary transformation, we can use it to attempt a derivation of a closed
form expression of ρ(t) = Uρ(t = 0)U† for a 3-level system, similarly to how we did it for a 2-level system
in (1.7). We do this derivation partly in chapter 3, subsection 3.2.2. However the result was derived quite
late in the process of writing this thesis and was mostly not incorporated in the interpretations, but most
importantly, there is still work left to be done to reformulate it in terms of a Bloch-vector representation
and understand the geometry it induces to the description of dynamics.
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1.2.5 det(H) in 8-vector formulation

We can use our results for the su(3) algebra, from subsection 1.2.1, to derive an alternative expression for
the determinant as a function of octets. The following reformulation does not have a direct application in
our thesis, but is simply a small part of the attempt to gain a geometric approach to the subject. In [6] we
learn, by Cayley-Hamilton theorem, that arbitrary matrices satisfy their own characteristic polynomials,
which, in our case with H being a 3 × 3 hermitian traceless matrix, assumes the following form:

H3 = I det(H) +
1

2
H Tr

(
H2
)
, (1.28)

which has a straight forward derivation. IfH = ~n ·~λ, the following is another way to write the determinant.
Taking the trace of (1.28), we obtain another expression for the determinant: det(H) = 1

3 Tr
(
H3
)
. Now

using (1.9) we find an expression for H3.

H3 = H(HH) = H(
2

3
~n · ~n+

1√
3

(~n ? ~n) · ~λ+ i(~n ∧ ~n) · ~λ)

= H(
2

3
~n · ~n+

1√
3

(~n ? ~n) · ~λ),

where the ~n ∧ ~n term becomes 0, since it’s an antisymmetric operator on two identical objects ~n ∧ ~n = 0.
Continuing,

H3 =~n · ~λ(
2

3
~n · ~n+

1√
3

(~n ? ~n) · ~λ) =
2

3
~n · ~λ~n · ~n+

1√
3
~n · ~λ(~n ? ~n) · ~λ

=
2

3
~n · ~λ|~n|2 +

1√
3
niλi(~n ? ~n)jλj

=
2

3
~n · ~λ|~n|2 +

1√
3

(
2

3
ni(~n ? ~n)jδij + ni(~n ? ~n)jdijkλk + ni(~n ? ~n)jifijkλk)

=
2

3
|~n|2~n · ~λ+

1√
3

(
2

3
)~n · (~n ? ~n) +

1√
3

1√
3
~n ? (~n ? ~n) · ~λ+ i

1√
3
~n ∧ (~n ? ~n) · ~λ

,

we know that the trace is a linear function, meaning that the trace over the wholeH3 will be a sum of traces
over individual terms. But we remember that the gell-mann matrices have trace 0, so all ~λ terms are zero
and only one term is not a gell-mann matrix above:

Tr
(
H3
)

= Tr

[
(

2

3
√

3
)~n · (~n ? ~n)

]
= (

2

3
√

3
)~n · (~n ? ~n) Tr(13×3) =

2√
3
~n · (~n ? ~n)

and finally:

det(H) =
1

3
Tr
(
H3
)

=
2

3
√

3
~n · (~n ? ~n)

We combine the two expressions for the determinants found, the one above and the one given by [6]:

2

3
√

3
~n · (~n ? ~n) = − 2

3
√

3
sin(3φ)

~n · (~n ? ~n) = − sin(3φ),

where |~n| = 1.
Understanding the geometrical object above could lead to understanding what kind of subspaces, or ~n’s in
other words, are ”degenerate” in terms of rotations.
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1.2.6 The lie-algebra operations
In this subsection we will explicitly write out the ”start” and ”wedge” operations of the su(3) algebra in
terms of 8-vectors.
The ”star” operator, defined as (1.11)

(~n ? ~m)k =
√

3dijknimj

and the ”wedge” operator, defined as (1.10)

(~n ∧ ~m)k = fkijmjmj

work out to be

1√
3

(~n ? ~m) =



1√
3
(n1m8 + n8m1) + 1

2 (n4m6 + n6m4) + 1
2 (n5m7 + n7m5)

1√
3
(n2m8 + n8m2)− 1

2 (n4m7 + n7m4) + 1
2 (n5m6 + n6m5)

1√
3
(n3m8 + n8m3) + 1

2 (n4m4 + n5m5)− 1
2 (n6m6 + n7m7)

1
2 (n1m6 + n6m1)− 1

2 (n2m7 + n7m2) + 1
2 (n3m4 + n4m3)− 1

2
√

3
(n8m4 + n4m8)

1
2 (n1m7 + n7m1)− 1

2 (n2m6 + n6m2) + 1
2 (n3m5 + n5m3)− 1

2
√

3
(n8m5 + n5m8)

1
2 (n1m4 + n4m1) + 1

2 (n2m5 + n5m2)− 1
2 (n3m6 + n6m3)− 1

2
√

3
(n8m6 + n6m8)

1
2 (n1m5 + n5m1)− 1

2 (n2m4 + n4m2)− 1
2 (n3m7 + n7m3)− 1

2
√

3
(n8m7 + n7m8)

1
2
√

3
(2n1m1 + 2n2m2 + 2n3m3 − n4m4 − n5m5 − n6m6 − n7m7 − 2n8m8)


(1.29)

and

(~n ∧ ~m) =



n2m3 − n3m2 + 1
2 (n4m7 − n7m4) + 1

2 (n6m5 − n5m6)
n3m1 − n1m3 + 1

2 (n4m6 − n6m4) + 1
2 (n5m7 − n7m5)

n1m2 − n2m1 + 1
2 (n4m5 − n5m4) + 1

2 (n7m6 − n6m7)√
3

2 (n5m8 − n8m5) + 1
2 (n7m1 − n1m7) + 1

2 (n6m2 − n2m6) + 1
2 (n5m3 − n3m5)√

3
2 (n8m4 − n4m8) + 1

2 (n7m2 − n2m7) + 1
2 (n3m4 − n4m3) + 1

2 (n1m6 − n6m1)√
3

2 (n7m8 − n8m7) + 1
2 (n2m4 − n4m2) + 1

2 (n5m1 − n1m5) + 1
2 (n3m7 − n7m3)√

3
2 (n8m6 − n6m8) + 1

2 (n1m4 − n4m1) + 1
2 (n2m5 − n5m2) + 1

2 (n6m3 − n3m6)√
3

2 ((n4m5 − n5m4) + (n6m7 − n7m6))


.

(1.30)
in the 8-vector representation. These will be useful later for calculations.
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Chapter 2

Review of previous work

Motivation

In this chapter some of the theories, that our work in this thesis is based on, will be presented.
Generally speaking, we are interested in 2- or 3-level systems that have their transitions driven by monochro-
matic laser light. It is therefore instructive to begin by presenting, in more detail, the dynamics of the
simplest case, namely a driven 2-level system. Therefore, in section 2.1 such a system is treated semi-
classically and the treatment of Rabi flopping is developed. Differing from the canonical approach usually
used in deriving it, we employ the geometrical approach treated in section 1.1. This will also be useful
for later discussions, since the derived concepts like (generalized) Rabi frequency and the population
flopping between the states, besides being common across multiple physics fields, are fundamental to the
subject at hand.
When a monochromatic light is driving a transition between two levels, another phenomenon that occurs
is that of the splitting of the absorption line, involving one of the two states, into two equally intense peaks
around the original absorption line with respect to some third energy state. This phenomenon is known as
AC Stark splitting and it is first explained in the article [1], which we review in section 2.2. In this article
a semi-classical approach for the atom was employed.
In section 2.3 we review the material in which the AC strak splitting is revisited using a fully quantum
mechanical approach. When treating the driving electrical field as a quantized quantum mechanical field,
the Jaynes-Cummings model is employed and subsequently the phenomenon of the splitting of absorption
lines is related to the splitting of the energy-eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, which is explained with the
Dressed-Atom description. The advantage of such description is that the phenomenon is more physically
interpretable.

2.1 Rabi Oscillations
Rabi oscillation is a phenomenon that occurs in systems that can approximately be modelled by a 2-level
quantum system with an oscillating electromagnetic field driving the transition between the two levels. The
driving field has some amplitude and frequency. If this frequency is tuned to be resonant with the 2-level
system, the population of states will start oscillating between the lower and upper energy states with a Rabi
frequency, which will not depend on the frequency of the incident E-field, but to its amplitude and the
magnitude of the electric dipole coupling in the 2-level system.
If the Hamiltonian of the system is

H = H0 − ~d · ~E0, (2.1)

where H0 = Eb |b〉 〈b|+Ea |a〉 〈a|. Among the multitude of sources that review Rabi oscillations, we cite
Chapter V in [4], where the Rabi angular frequency is defined as

Ω0 = −
~dab · ~ξ0
h̄

.
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The lower state |a〉 with energy Ea and the upper state |b〉 with energy Eb, that constitute the 2-level
quantum system which is described by H0, get coupled to the external electric field ~E = ~ξ0 cosωt (~ξ0 is
the polarization vector and ω is the frequency of the driving electric field) through the electric dipole ~d.
More precisely, it is the transition b↔ a that gets coupled through ~dab = 〈a| ~d |b〉.

2.1.1 Rabi Frequency
In the following we will present the explicit derivation of the dynamics of a 2-level system under the
influence of a sinusoidal electric field, using the mathematical description already proposed above. It is a
semi-classical approach, meaning that the 2-level system is a quantum system, but the applied electric field
is described classically as a vector function and not an operator. If the transition frequency is ω0 = Eb−Ea

h̄ ,
H0 can be modelled as H0 = h̄

2ω0σz , where σz is a pauli matrix. The dipole moment can be re-expressed
in the energy coordinates as

~d = ~dba(|b〉 〈a|+ |a〉 〈b|), (2.2)

because ~dii = 0 due to selection rules and ~dba is assumed to be real without any loss of generality.

~d · ~ξ0 cosωt = ~dba · ~ξ0(|b〉 〈a|+ |a〉 〈b|) cosωt

= −h̄Ω0
1

2
(|b〉 〈a| eiωLt + |b〉 〈a| e−iωLt + |a〉 〈b| eiωLt + |a〉 〈b| e−iωLt)

= − h̄Ω0

2
(|b〉 〈a| eiωLt + |a〉 〈b| e−iωLt) = − h̄Ω0

2
(cos(ωt)σx + sin(ωt)σy).

In the second to third line we employed the rotating wave approximation, keeping only the resonant terms
that describe the absorption of a photon by jumping to the higher energy level and emission of a photon by
falling down to the ground state. The full Hamitlonian can now be written as

H =
h̄

2
ω0σz +

h̄

2
Ω0(cos(ωt)σx + sin(ωt)σy). (2.3)

The goal is to obtain a time-independent Hamiltonian. This can be achieved by transforming with the
transformation formula

H ′ = THT † + ih̄
dT

dt
T †, (2.4)

where the density matrix also transforms σ̂ = TσT †. Looking back at equation (1.7), we can infer that
rotating around the z-axis(~n = êz) with θ = ωt and ~m⊥ = êx, we can obtain a time-independent Hamilto-
nian. Choosing T = eiσz

ωt
2 , the time-independent Hamiltonian becomes

H ′ =
h̄

2
δσz +

h̄

2
Ω0σx, (2.5)

where δ = ω0 − ω. To find the evolution of the quantum system in the interaction picture, we can use
the propagator U = ei

H′
h̄ t = ei(δσz+Ω0σx) t2 = ei~n·~σ

θ
2 , where

~n =
1

Ω
(Ω0, 0, δ),

Ω =
√

Ω2
0 + δ2,

θ = Ωt.

Now we describe the 2-level system with a density matrix σ̂ (1.1). The hat denoting that its a density
matrix in interaction picture. However the diagonal components are the same as in the Schrodinger picture.
Giving it a Bloch-sphere form σ̂ = 1

2 (1 + ~m · ~σ), the time evolution becomes

σ̂(t) = Uσ̂U† = U
1

2
(1 + ~m · ~σ)U† =

1

2
(1 + U ~m · ~σU†).
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The second term can be substituted with (1.7)

σ̂(t) =
1

2
(1 + (~m‖ + cos(Ωt)~m⊥ + sin(Ωt)(~m⊥ × ~n)) · ~σ), (2.6)

where we have substituted θ = Ωt. From this expression we see that the system evolves in time in an
oscillatory manner with frequency Ω. This frequency is called the generalized Rabi frequency and when
the driving field is resonant δ = 0, the frequency becomes the Rabi frequency Ω = Ω0. Note that the Rabi
frequency is the minimal point of the generalized Rabi frequency and thus the lowest possible frequency
of population transition that one can obtain.

2.1.2 Rabi Cycle
In more detail, the Rabi frequency is commonly known to be the rate of transitions between the two energy
states and is usually explicitly stated in the form of the probability for the 2-level system to be in one of the
two states. An example is P (b) ∝ sin2(Ω t

2 ), the probability to be in state |b〉 as it is taken from Chapter
AVI in [4]. The following will be a brief derivation of this expression. Continuing the derivation in the last
subsection, we assume the system to be in the lower energy state |a〉 at time 0 and we will want to find
the probability Pb(t) to excite to the state |b〉 as a function of time. We start in the pure state |a〉, which
is ~m = (0, 0,−1) in the Bloch-sphere. In the subsequent calculation we will only want to focus on mz

component, which describes the diagonal components of the density matrix, the populations. We can now
go through the terms in equation (2.6) and find the z-components.

• The z-component of the first vector term:

~m‖|z = (~m · ~n)~n|z = − δ
Ω
~n|z = −(

δ

Ω
)2.

• The z-component of the second vector term:

~m⊥|z = (~m− (~m · ~n)~n)|z = ~m|z − (~m · ~n)~n|z = −1− (−(
δ

Ω
)2)

= (
δ

Ω
)2 − 1

• The z-component of the third vector term (~m⊥× ~n) is 0. That is because ~m is in the plane spanned
by ~m⊥ and ~n and their cross product is perpendicular to it, thus a 0 z-component.

Thus, the diagonal components of the density matrix can be written as

σ̂diag(t) =
1

2
(1 + (~m‖|z + cos(θ)~m⊥|z)σz)

=
1

2
(1 + (−(

δ

Ω
)2 + cos(θ)((

δ

Ω
)2 − 1))σz)

and since we were interested in Pb(t) = σbb component, this can be obtained by (1.4)

σbb =
1

2
(1 + (−(

δ

Ω
)2 + cos(θ)((

δ

Ω
)2 − 1)))

=
1

2
(1− (

δ

Ω
)2 + cos(θ)((

δ

Ω
)2 − 1)).

Using the trigonometric identity cos(θ) = 1− 2 sin2( θ2 ) and θ = Ωt, we finally obtain:

Pb(t) = σbb =
Ω2

0

Ω2
0 + δ2

sin2(
√

Ω2
0 + δ2

t

2
),

which is identical to, for example, what is obtained in Chapter AVI [4].
In summary, it is now explicitly shown that the Rabi oscillations happen sinusoidally at an increasing
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generalized Rabi frequency and a decreasing amplitude the further away from resonance it is probed.
At the non-resonant limit |δ| � |Ω0|, Pb(t) ≈ sin2(δ t2 ) we seem to recover a behaviour that is more
reminiscent of a pendulum driven by an external periodic force: the amplitude is increasingly small and
only a small fraction gets excited to the upper state, but it happens roughly at the generalized Rabi frequency
Ω → δ, the population transitions happen at the rate which is equal to the difference between the applied
field and the resonance frequency of the transition. To fully recover a classical resonance behaviour in
terms of frequency, |ω| � {|ω0|, |Ω0|} condition has to be met, which leads to Pb(t) ≈ sin2(ω t

2 ), the
transition rate of the transition being equal to that of the driving field. On the other hand, when we probe
the transition resonantly δ = 0, which leads to Pb(t) = sin2(Ω0

t
2 ), we see that we obtain a complete

transition of populations between the lower and upper states and it oscillates at the already discussed Rabi
frequency Ω0, which is completely unrelated to the frequency of the applied field and thus is purely a
quantum-mechanical effect.

2.2 Autler-Townes effect
In the following, an effect, closely related to the Rabi frequency, will be presented. In the early ’50s, S.
H. Autler and C. H. Townes [1] discovered what is now known as the Autler-Townes effect or AC Stark
splitting(as opposed to the DC Stark splitting). In general words, an effect where one absorption line splits
in two.
They studied transitions between energy levels in molecules of an OCS gas with monochromatic radio-
frequency waves. A transition between two energy levels was driven by one wave, meanwhile another
wave with a different frequency was supposed to be used in mapping the absorption line of a transition
between some third level and one of the former two levels. What they observed was that as the first wave
was tuned to be resonant, the absorption line given by the second wave appeared to split in two.
Subsequently, in an attempt to explain the splitting phenomenon, a mathematical description was developed
by the authors. They started with the time-dependent wave equation

ih̄Ψ̇ = [H0 − ~d · ~ξ0 cosωt]Ψ, (2.7)

where the Hamiltonian, just like in (2.1), describes a semi-classical model for a quantum system where
a transition between two levels are driven. The Hamiltonian H0 in this case is not constrained to just
two energies, but an arbitrary amount of them. The coupling term couples only two of them, |a〉 and |b〉.
However, unlike the approach taken in section 2.1, the rotating-wave approximation was not employed,
but the solution was assumed to be a sum of only the states |a〉 , |b〉( and no other eigenstate of H0):
Ψ(t) = Ta(t) |a〉 + Tb(t) |b〉. Then the components Ta(t) and Tb(t) where expanded, due to applying
Floquet theory, in Fourier series. The result for the Fourier coefficients were obtained in the form of
continued fractions, which the authors proceed to approximate for different various limits and apply some
numerical calculations.
Approximating Ω0 < ω0 (ω0 being the frequency difference between the two states |a〉 and |b〉) and
applying an even smaller probe field to look for absorption lines to some other state |c〉 that couples to one
of the former states, they found the analytical result that when there is no coupling field(on the two former
states), there is, of course, only one absorption line where one would expect it. But when the coupling field
is resonant ω = ω0, the absorption line seems to split into two lines of identical intensity around where the
original absorption line was positioned, but separated by Ω0, the Rabi frequency, between the two lines.
These two absorption lines are called the Autler-Townes doublet or the dynamic Stark splitting. To better
understand why there are two peaks and not one, and why they are seperated by exactly the Rabi frequency
at resonance, we will use the Dressed Atom approach in the next subsection.

2.3 The Dressed Atom Approach
The Autler-Townes effect as it was derived in [1] and reviewed in the last subsection seems somewhat
computationally cumbersome and does not open for much physical interpretation. It has since been pre-
sented in a more intuitive and approachable way by Claude Cohen-Tannoudji in his article from the ’90s
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Figure 2.1: A figure taken from chapter VI.B.2 [4]. It shows the energy-level diagram of the unperturbed
eigenstates of H0 = HA +HL. The states are subdivided into two-dimensional sub-manifolds, where the
energy differences between the two states within each sub-manifold is h̄δL. Notice that as δL → 0, the
sub-manifolds become degenerate. Also the energy difference between the sub-manifolds is h̄ωL.

[5], where he used the so-called Dressed Atom approach, a term he had coined himself. To summarize in a
brief manner, the James-Cummings model was employed, which consists in describing the the atomAwith
a Hamiltonian HA = H0 just as before, but the electrical field is no longer treated classically. The incident
electromagnetic wave is now a quantum system L in its own right and can be described with a Hamiltonian
contribution HL. Then a coupling term in the Hamiltonian VAL, which is provided by James-Cummings
model, couples the the two systems A and L. The eigenstates of HA + HL are the unperturbed states of
the system. The perturbed states of the system A + L are eigenstates of HA + HL + VAL and they are
called the dressed states.

2.3.1 The Jaynes-Cummings model

In this subsection, we will follow the derivations made in Chapter VI.B [4] to describe the phenomenon of
AC Stark splitting with the dressed-atom approach. The Hamiltonian for the system is H = HA + HL +
VAL. We still assume that the atom A has two levels |a〉 and |b〉, where |a〉 is the lower energy state. We
can model A by HA = h̄ω0 |b〉 〈b| and L by HL = h̄ωL(a†a+ 1

2 ). The variable ωL is the frequency of the
applied electric mode, where a is it’s annihilation operator. IfN is the number of photons in the mode, |N〉
is an eigenstate of HL : HL |N〉 = h̄ωL(N + 1

2 ) |N〉, where the eigenvalue is the energy of that photon
state. If we ignore the coupling VAL for now, the unperturbed system H0 = HA + HL has an infinite set
of states because L has an infinite number of possible photon states. The states can be cleverly grouped
into two-dimensional sub-manifolds defined by ζ(N) = {|a,N + 1〉 , |b,N〉}. The utility of this is that
when the driving field is near-resonant |δL| � ω0, where δL = ωL−ω0, the energy difference between the
states h̄δL in each manifold ζ(N) is very small, while the energy distance between different neighbouring
manifolds ...ζ(N − 1), ζ(N), ζ(N + 1)... is ≈ h̄ω0. Figure 2.1 shows this relation graphically. When
resonant, δL = 0, the states within ζ(N), for each N , become degenerate.
If we now introduce the coupling term VAL, the new states no longer become degenerate with the new
Hamiltonian, but exhibit the AC Stark splitting, which will be shown explicitly. The Jaynes-Cummings
interaction Hamiltonian comes from employing the electric dipole representation VAL = −~d · ~E. In this
case, ~E is the operator for the electric field L, which is ~E ∝ ~εL(a + a†) for that single mode we are
interested in. Since we are not interested in the proportionality constants here, we use (2.2) for the dipole
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Figure 2.2: A figure taken from chapter VI.B.4 [4]. Unperturbed states shown on the left and perturbed,
dressed states, shown on the right for a submanifold ζ(N). The difference between the dressed states
comes to a minimum of h̄Ω0.

moment and write:
VAL = −~d · ~E ∝ (L+ + L−)(a+ a†),

where L+ = |b〉 〈a| and L− = |a〉 〈b|. In the Jaynes-Cummings model, the interaction is approximated,
with the rotating wave approximation, to only couple the states within each ζ(N) manifold and no cou-
plings between the different manifolds due to near-resonance |δL| � ω0. That leaves us with

VAL ≈ g(aL+ + a†L−),

where g is a proportionality constant. The only couplings between the states within the manifolds can be
expressed as

vN = 〈b,N |VAL |a,N + 1〉 = g
√
N + 1,

as stated in (B.13) in VI.B.3 [4] and it is interpreted as expressing the transition from |a,N + 1〉, an atom
in the lower energy state and N + 1 atoms in the electric field mode, to |b,N〉 an atom in the higher energy
state which absorbed one photon and left N photons in the electric field mode. We note that the coupling
vN is dependent on N . However, if we assume that the distribution of the electric field wavefunction is
peaked around 〈N〉, with the width ∆N � 〈N〉 and assuming the laser mode to be in a coherent state,
we can ignore the N -dependency of vN and approximate it with vN = h̄

2 Ω0 (B.18 in VI.B.4 [4]), because
the field behaves, and can be approximated to, a classical field just like the one treated in subsection 2.1.1,
Ω0 being the Rabi frequency. This approximation also leads to the fact that the energy-level diagram of
the diagonalized H = HA + HL + HAL is periodic over a range ∆N around 〈N〉, with the different
manifolds ζ(N) are separated by h̄ω0 and ζ(N) = {|1(N)〉 , |2(N)〉}. The new states |1(N)〉 and |2(N)〉}
are the new perturbed states due to VAL and they are called ”dressed states”, which can be represented
schematically in Figure 2.2. The energy difference between them within the manifolds can be calculated
to be the generalized Rabi frequency Ω =

√
δ2
L + Ω2

0.
Another way to capture the effect of the coupling is to plot the unperturbed states together with the

dressed states(for sub-manifold ζ(N)) in an energy-level diagram as a function of the frequency ωL. We
plot that in Figure 2.3, where the unperturbed states are shown as dotted lines and the dressed states in
solid lines. One can observe that far from resonance |δL| � 0, the dressed states asymptotically become
unperturbed as expected. But near resonance, instead of crossing, like the perturbed states do, the dressed
states anti-cross, reaching the minimal point at resonance with a value in difference of h̄Ω0.
So far the summary of the resonant case δL = 0 is that the new energy levels are a set of Autler-Townes
doublets, where the peaks are situated a distance of h̄Ω0 from each other, seperated by h̄ω0 from the
neighbouring doublets. The number of the doublets in the set is constrained by the width ∆N of the
wavefunction for the laser mode L.
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Figure 2.3: A figure taken from chapter VI.B.4 [4]. Showing the energy levels (in submanifold ζ(N)) of
unperturbed states, in dotted lines, and the dressed states, in solid lines, plotted as functions of the laser
frequency ωL. Ω0 in the figure is the Rabi frequency Ω0 in our text. The figure shows the unperturbed states
crossing and the dressed states anti-crossing, with a minimal distance in energy of h̄Ω0 at the resonance
point δL = 0.

2.3.2 Autler-Townes revisited
When Claude Cohen-Tannoudji revisited the Autler-Townes effect in his article [5], his idea was, in sum-
mary, to approach the problem with the dressed-atom description, as was now done in subsection 2.3.1.
The advantage of this was the fact that the Hamiltonian of the system is time-independent and therefore
easier to solve. Also, this allows a more physically intuitive approach to explaining the system with the
eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian, by depiction of the AC-stark splitting with energy-level diagrams. The
original problem is to ”understand how the absorption of the probe field is modified when the transition
a ↔ b is driven by the field ωL” [5]. To do just that Autler and Townes introduced the third level |c〉 and
found the probability of the transition to that level from the other two to obtain absorption lines. However,
Cohen-Tannoudji [5] simply introduces the energy state |c,N〉 and plots the energy-level diagram for the
new system in Figure 2.4. It is the same system as in subsection 2.3.1, just with that extra energy state.
The state |c,N〉 is h̄ω′0 higher in energy than |b,N〉, but the assumption is that the transition b ↔ c is
completely off-resonance with ωL and the effect of VAL on |c,N〉 is ignored, which leads to |c,N〉 to be
represented by a straight line in Figure 2.4. Then a field with frequency ω is introduced to probe transitions
close to ω′0. The field ω is assumed to be very weak so that the changes it would induce to the system
A + L are negligible. One can see the absorption peaks being represented, in the figure, as wavy vertical
lines, pointing from |c,N〉 down to the dressed states. For example, at resonance ωL = ω0, we see that the
two peaks appear at ω = ω′0 ± h̄Ω0

2 , just as predicted originally in [1].
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Figure 2.4: A figure taken from article [5]. Showing the same as is shown in Figure 2.3, but with the
additional energy level corresponding to the state |c,N〉. The energy of the state |a,N〉 is taken to be 0,
as a reference. The coupling VAL is not affecting the state |c,N〉, it’s energy-level diagram is therefore
straight and the absorption lines are determined by the wavy lines.



Chapter 3

Dynamics of the 3-level Quantum
System

Motivation

In this chapter some of the dynamics of a 3-level quantum system driven by monochromatic light sources
on two of the transitions will be worked out. In the previous chapter the theory of Autler-Townes splitting
was reviewed and two different approaches were discussed. In both cases, the Autler-Townes splitting
was manifested in terms of the two energy levels, which were coupled together by an electromagnetic
wave, having their energy levels modified with respect to some third, uncoupled, energy level. In [1] a
semi-classical model was produced and the equations solved were time-dependent, which were hard to
solve. In [5] the Hamiltonian for the system was time-independent, due to the external electromagnetic
wave being described quantum mechanically, which greatly reduced the complexity of the problem. In our
approach here, we will be using the semi-classical model, where the light source is treated as a classical
electromagnetic field, and derive a more general description, where two different transitions will be driven
by two different light sources, in addition to also obtaining a time-independent Hamiltonian, which will
simplify the description of the dynamics greatly. We will then see what happens with the dynamics of the
system in the limit of one of the couplings becoming much smaller than the other, and in this way recover
the Autler-Townes phenomenon.
In section 3.1 the Hamiltonian will be defined and the general equations of motion will be derived for
the evolution of the quantum system. We will treat the quantum system in terms of a density matrix, not
constraining ourselves to pure states.
Then in section 3.2 we will transform the Hamiltonian into a time-independent frame, allowing for an
alternative formulation of the evolution of the density matrix using a propagator.
The time evolution of the system will then be solved in section 3.3 in two different ways, one by using
numerical differential equation solver to solve the time-dependent first order differential equations and the
other by obtaining a closed form expression from the propagator, which will be generated by the time-
independent Hamiltonian. The results will be plotted in the 8-vector representation which was discussed in
section 1.2.
In section 3.4 the closed form expression for the time-evolution will be simplified and approximated to
yeld an analytical result for the behaviour of the system at one of the split Autler-Townes resonance peaks.

3.1 Derivation of the Hamiltonian

In subsection 2.1 the semi-classical model for a 2-level system, with it’s transition being driven by a
monochromatic light, was calculated and discussed. In this subsection we want to present an equiva-
lent Hamiltonian for a 3-level system A that has two of the transitions driven by a different light source on

29
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each transition. We can write the Hamiltonian HA for the unperturbed system A

HA =

Ec 0 0
0 Eb 0
0 0 Ea

 ,

where the energies Ec, Eb and Ea for the states |c〉, |b〉 and |a〉 are written in a decreasing order. The full
Hamiltonian for the system, with the the Dipole-approximation as the coupling term can be written as:

H = HA − ~d · [ ~EL(0, t) + ~EL′(0, t)]. (3.1)

~EL(0, t) and ~EL′(0, t) are the two different monochromatic classical external electromagnetic fields acting
on the system, with two different frequencies ωL and ωL′ . In our case, we want to make sure they act on
two different transitions separately, without interfering.

~EL(0, t) = ~εL cos (ωLt),

~EL′(0, t) = ~εL′ cos (ωL′t).

The dipole moment in the basis of A can be described as:

~d =
∑
n

∑
m

|n〉 〈n| ~d |m〉 〈m| =
∑
n

∑
m

|n〉 〈m| ~dnm.

Assuming ~dnm to be real:

~d = ~dba(|b〉 〈a|+ |a〉 〈b|) + ~dcb(|c〉 〈b|+ |b〉 〈c|) + ~dca(|c〉 〈a|+ |c〉 〈a|). (3.2)

Re-inserting ~d back into H (3.1) and assuming that the only resonant contributions, concerning cou-
plings with the monochromatic light sources, are ~dba · ~εL = −h̄Ωba and ~dcb · ~εL′ = −h̄Ωcb, such that the
the mode with the frequency ωL couples only with the b ↔ a transition and the frequency ωL′ couples
only with the c↔ b transition, we can re-express H as follows:

H = HA + h̄Ωba(|b〉 〈a|+ |a〉 〈b|) cosωLt+

+h̄Ωcb(|c〉 〈b|+ |b〉 〈c|) cosωL′t.

The Hamiltonian can be further simplified by using the rotating wave approximation. Considering first the
second term on the r.h.s, we can extend:

(|b〉 〈a|+ |a〉 〈b|) cosωLt =
1

2
(|b〉 〈a| eiωLt + |b〉 〈a|−iωLt + |a〉 〈b|iωLt + |a〉 〈b|−iωLt).

Only the first and the fourth terms in the expression on the r.h.s describe either emitting a photon by falling
to the lower energy or absorbing one by jumping up an energy. The rotating wave approximation then
implies neglecting the other two terms. Doing the same for the c↔ b coupling, the Hamiltonian can finally
be re-expressed to:

H = HA +
1

2
h̄Ωcb(cosωL′tλ1 + sinωL′tλ2) +

1

2
h̄Ωba(cosωLtλ6 + sinωLtλ7). (3.3)

The λ’s here are the Gell-Mann matrices.
If we denote the density matrix ρ as we did in (1.19), we can express the evolution of the system by
employing the von Neumann equation, which is just the Schrodinger equation for the density matrix, as
follows:

dρ

dt
= ρ̇ =

1

ih̄
[H, ρ] (3.4)
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Writing (3.4) out in component form, we see that we get time-dependent first order differential equa-
tions:

ρ̇cc =
iΩcb

2
(ρcbe

iωL′ t − ρbce−iωL′ t), (3.5a)

ρ̇bb =
iΩba

2
(ρbae

iωLt − ρabe−iωLt)−
iΩcb

2
(ρcbe

iωL′ t − ρbce−iωL′ t), (3.5b)

ρ̇aa = − iΩba
2

(ρbae
iωLt − ρabe−iωLt), (3.5c)

ρ̇cb =
i

h̄
ρcb(Eb − Ec) +

iΩcb
2

(ρcc − ρbb)e−iωL′ t +
iΩba

2
ρcae

iωLt, (3.5d)

ρ̇ca =
i

h̄
ρca(Ea − Ec) +

iΩba
2

ρcbe
−iωLt − iΩcb

2
ρbae

iωL′ t, (3.5e)

ρ̇ba =
i

h̄
ρba(Ea − Eb) +

iΩba
2

(ρbb − ρaa)e−iωLt − iΩcb
2
ρcae

iωL′ t. (3.5f)

We will later be using these equations to solve the evolution of the system A numerically.

3.2 Time-Independent Hamiltonian
In this section we will transform the time-dependent Hamiltonian (3.3) into a time-independent form, so
that we can later solve it using a propagator.

3.2.1 Effect of a Diagonal Hamiltonian
In this subsection, we will investigate, in Bloch-vector notation, the time-evolution induced by a Hamil-
tonian in a diagonal form. There are mainly two things to be achieved by this. On one hand, this will
serve as an inspiration to transform the time-dependent Hamiltonian (3.3) into a time-independent form
(see subsection 3.2.3), and on the other hand, this will provide a geometrical insight into what form of a
time-evolution the general expression for the propagator (1.21) induces on the density matrix (more on this
below).
Using the von Neumann equation (3.4) ρ̇ = − i

h̄ [G, ρ], where ρ and G are expressed as some arbitrary
matrices in 8-vector form ρ = m01 + ~m · ~λ and G = n01 + ~n · ~λ, the von Neumann equation gives

~̇m · ~λ = − i
h̄

[~n · ~λ, ~m · ~λ] =
2

h̄
(~n ∧ ~m) · ~λ,

where (1.12) relation was used. Using (1.30), where ni = 0 for i 6= 3, 8 in the case of G, we get:

~̇m · ~λ =
−2n3

h̄
m2λ1 +

2n3

h̄
m1λ2 +

−(
√

3n8 + n3)

h̄
m5λ4

+
(
√

3n8 + n3)

h̄
m4λ5 +

−(
√

3n8 − n3)

h̄
m7λ6 +

(
√

3n8 − n3)

h̄
m6λ7

We notice that the numerators in this expression are actually of the form (1.13 a-c) , so if G is, for example,
a Hamiltonian with energies C = Ec, B = Eb, A = Ea and ωcb = Ec−Eb

h̄ , ωba = Eb−Ea
h̄ , ωca = Ec−Ea

h̄ ,
we get: 

ṁ1

ṁ2

ṁ3

ṁ4

ṁ5

ṁ6

ṁ7

ṁ8


=



−ωcbm2

ωcbm1

0
−ωcam5

ωcam4

−ωbam7

ωbam6

0


, (3.6)
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which has a solution 

m1

m2

m3

m4

m5

m6

m7

m8


=



m1(0) cosωcbt−m2(0) sinωcbt
m2(0) cosωcbt+m1(0) sinωcbt

m3(0)
m4(0) cosωcat−m5(0) sinωcat
m5(0) cosωcat+m4(0) sinωcat
m6(0) cosωbat−m7(0) sinωbat
m7(0) cosωbat+m6(0) sinωbat

m8(0)


. (3.7)

We already know thatm3 andm8 are the vector components that describe the populations of the energies of
a 3-level quantum system(see subsection 1.2.3), while the rest are coherences. So the result in (3.7) shows
that the energy states do not evolve due to a diagonal Hamiltonian, only the already expected oscillations
in the coherence-subspaces.
In the subsection 3.2.2 we use this as an inspiration to transform a Hamiltonian into a co-rotating system
of this form to obtain a time-independent Hamiltonian, by eliminating the time dependencies in Rabi cou-
plings.
In subsection 1.2.4, the expression (1.21) for the unitary transformation assumes a rather complicated form,
making a calculation of a general SU(3) rotation of an 8-vector a daunting task. However, our result in
this subsection suggests an interpretation of what such an SU(3) transformation would look like. If we
recapitulate, for a moment, the 2-level case, we know that if we diagonalize the Hamiltonian, we obtain,
in Bloch-vector representation, a Hamiltonian that can be described by a vector parallel to the z-axis, in
this new frame, which in turn induces a rotation of the density matrix on the x-y plane. In general, in
the Bloch-vector representation, the Hamiltonian will be described by some 3-dimensional vector, which
acts as an axis around which the vector, representing the density matrix, will rotate, as we have found in
(1.7). In the 3-level case every Hamiltonian can also be diagonalized and we see here that in the diagonal-
ized frame the Hamiltonian is a vector in the {λ3, λ8} subspace while the evolution of the density matrix
happens perpendicular to this subspace, oscillating in separate circles on three different subspaces of the
density matrix vector {λ1, λ2},{λ4, λ5} and {λ6, λ7}. That implies that, in general, any Hamiltonian will
be a vector on some plane in the 8-dimensional space, while the evolutions it induces on the density matrix,
will be in form of three circular oscillations on some three different, mutually perpendicular, 2-dimensional
planes.

3.2.2 Interpretation of the closed form expression

The underlying wish is to find a geometrical expression for the time evolution of a 3-level system, akin
to the one derived for a 2-level system (1.7), that would describe the dynamics of the system in the 8-
dimensional Bloch-vector space and hopefully give a better understanding of the dynamics. We already
have a closed form expression for the propagator U (1.21), which was discussed in subsection 1.2.4, and
the HamiltonianH is eventually transformed into a time-independent frame in subsection 3.2.3. The closed
form expression for the evolution would then be ρ(t) = Uρ0U

†, where ρ0 is the density matrix at t = 0.
This has proved to be difficult to solve and interpret, but the last missing key to the following attempt to
an incomplete derivation is our discussion of the time-evolution induced on a density matrix by a diagonal
Hamiltonian in the end of subsection 3.2.1. To recapitulate it briefly, we have shown that a diagonal
Hamiltonian induces separate circular rotations along 3 different 2-dimensional subspaces and leaves one
2-dimensional subspace constant. Whatever the coordinate frame the Hamiltonian is expressed in, we
expect that the general form of 3 seperate rotating subspaces and one constant subspace, like in (3.7),
where the frequencies of the rotations are differences in energies( equivalent to differences in eigenvalues
of H), must be manifest in the expression of ρ(t). We rewrite here the simplified form for the propagator
(1.21), which we derived (1.27)

U = eiHt =
∑

i=0,1,2

[H2 + hiH + (h2
i − 1)I]

eihit

(3h2
i − 1)

.
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This can be re-written as
U = eiHt =

∑
i=0,1,2

Pie
ihit,

where Pi is an operator

Pi =
[H2 + hiH + (h2

i − 1)I]

(3h2
i − 1)

.

In [7]Pi is denoted as Frobenius covariant, which is a projection operator, which projects onto the eigenspace
associated with the eigenvalue hi. We can now write

ρ(t) = Uρ0U
† = (P0e

ih0t + P1e
ih1t + P2e

ih2t)ρ0(P0e
−ih0t + P1e

−ih1t + P2e
−ih2t)

= P0ρ0P0 + P1ρ0P1 + P2ρ0P2 + P0ρ0P1e
ih01t + P1ρ0P0e

−ih01t+

+ P0ρ0P2e
ih02t + P2ρ0P0e

−ih02t + P1ρ0P2e
ih12t + P2ρ0P1e

−ih12t,

where hij = hi − hj . Now we simply define

{ij} = Piρ0Pj + Pjρ0Pi

and
i[ij] = Piρ0Pj − Pjρ0Pi,

(i in front of [ij] is an imaginary number, not to be confused with the indices)which lets us rewrite:

Piρ0Pj =
1

2
{ij}+

i

2
[ij]

and

Pjρ0Pi =
1

2
{ij} − i

2
[ij].

Re-inserting this back into the expression for ρ(t), we get

ρ(t) =P0ρ0P0 + P1ρ0P1 + P2ρ0P2+

+ {01}1

2
(eih01 + e−ih01) + i[01]

1

2
(eih01 − e−ih01)+

+ {02}1

2
(eih02 + e−ih02) + i[02]

1

2
(eih02 − e−ih02)+

+ {12}1

2
(eih12 + e−ih12) + i[12]

1

2
(eih12 − e−ih12).

ρ(t) =P0ρ0P0 + P1ρ0P1 + P2ρ0P2+

+ {01} cos(h10t) + [01] sin(h10t)+

+ {02} cos(h20t) + [02] sin(h20t)+

+ {12} cos(h21t) + [12] sin(h21t).

(3.8)

In the Bloch-vector representation the constant terms in (3.8) are the projection of ρ0 onto the two dimen-
sional space that remains constant, while {01} and [01] are are mapped onto the two perpendicular axes
of the 2-dimensional subspace on which a circular sub-rotation with frequency h10 happens etc. However,
this expression should be studied more and potentially be re-expressed as an 8-dimensional Bloch-vector,
with the help of the operations on such vectors that were discussed in subsection 1.2.6. This way we could
achieve a form for (3.8) the way we achieved Bloch-vector expression (1.7) for the 2-level system, which
gives an insightful geometrical representation of time-evolutions for 2-level systems. This is an interesting
topic for further work.
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3.2.3 3-level system driven on two transitions
In this sub-section, we look back at the set-up presented in section 3.1. The goal is to transform the
Hamiltonian (3.3), which we restate here

H = HA +
1

2
h̄Ωcb[cosωL′tλ1 + sinωL′tλ2] +

1

2
h̄Ωba[cosωLtλ6 + sinωLtλ7],

into a time-independent form. We do this derivation ourselves, but it is fully possible that something
equivalent has been done in some earlier work, which is unknown to us. According to sub-section 3.2.1,
this should be possible to do with a propagator, where the generator is a diagonal Hermitian matrix, since
the time-dependent terms in our Hamiltonian is of a rotating form, like in (3.7)(which is not a Hamiltonian,
but a matrix in the same space nonetheless, so we can expect the same to apply). We denote a time-
independent Hamiltonian as H ′ and use the transformation formula

H ′ = THT † + ih̄
dT

dt
T †, (3.9)

where we choose

HA =

Ec 0 0
0 Eb 0
0 0 Ea

 = n01 + n3λ3 + n8λ8

To do this, we construct a traceless diagonal generator G′ and see how it transforms the Hamiltonian (3.3)
with equation (3.9).

G′ =

C ′ 0 0
0 B′ 0
0 0 A′

 = n′3λ3 + n′8λ8 (3.10)

G′ is diagonal, so the unitary transformation that it induces is:

T = e
iG′t
h̄ =

e
iC′t
h̄ 0 0

0 e
iB′t
h̄ 0

0 0 e
iA′t
h̄

 (3.11)

First R.H.S. term in equation (3.9)

We start by observing how it transforms the Gell-Mann matrices λ1 and λ2:

Tλ1T
† =

e
iC′t
h̄ 0 0

0 e
iB′t
h̄ 0

0 0 e
iA′t
h̄


0 1 0

1 0 0
0 0 0


e

−iC′t
h̄ 0 0

0 e
−iB′t
h̄ 0

0 0 e
−iA′t
h̄



=

 0 e
i(C′−B′)t

h̄ 0

e
−i(C′−B′)t

h̄ 0 0
0 0 0

 = cosωCB′tλ1 − sinωCB′tλ2,

where in the last step we used the Euler-Formula and ωCB′ = C′−B′
h̄ .

If we repeat the same calculation for λ2, we obtain:

Uλ2U
† = cosωCB′tλ2 + sinωCB′tλ1,

and the exact same thing goes for λ6 and λ7 :

Tλ6T
† = cosωBA′tλ6 − sinωBA′tλ7,

Tλ7T
† = cosωBA′tλ7 + sinωBA′tλ6.
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We now insert our findings in the first(r.h.s) term of equation (3.9 ) that acts on the Hamiltonian H from
equation (3.3):

THT † = THAT
† +

1

2
h̄Ωcb[cosωL′tTλ1T

† + sinωL′tTλ2T
†]+

+
1

2
h̄Ωba[cosωLtTλ6T

† + sinωLtTλ7T
†]

= HA +
1

2
h̄Ωcb[(cosωL′t cosωCB′t+ sinωL′t sinωCB′t)λ1+

+(sinωL′t cosωCB′t− sinωCB′t cosωL′t)λ2]

+
1

2
h̄Ωba[(cosωLt cosωBA′t+ sinωLt sinωBA′t)λ6+

+(sinωLt cosωBA′t− sinωBA′t cosωLt)λ7]

= HA +
1

2
h̄Ωcb[cos(ωL′ − ωCB′)tλ1 + sin(ωL′ − ωCB′)tλ2]

+
1

2
h̄Ωba[cos(ωL − ωBA′)tλ6 + sin(ωL − ωBA′)tλ7]

Now if we choose co-rotating frequencies ωL′ = ωCB′ and ωL = ωBA′ we obtain:

THT † = HA +
1

2
h̄Ωcbλ1 +

1

2
h̄Ωbaλ6

Second term R.H.S. in equation (3.9)

T = e
i(n′3λ3+n′8λ8)t

h̄ → dT

dt
=
i(n′3λ3 + n′8λ8)

h̄
T

ih̄
dT

dt
T † = ih̄

i(n′3λ3 + n′8λ8)

h̄
TT † = −(n′3λ3 + n′8λ8)

The full transformation

The full transformation as given by equation (3.9) is then:

H ′ = n01 + (n3 − n′3)λ3 + (n8 − n′8)λ8 +
1

2
h̄Ωcbλ1 +

1

2
h̄Ωbaλ6 (3.12)

As a last step, we also explicitly write the diagonal part in 8-vector notation, by using (1.14) :

n8 =
1√
3

((EB − EA) +
(EC − EB)

2
) =

h̄√
3

(ωBA +
ωCB

2
)

n3 =
EC − EB

2
=
h̄ωCB

2
and similarly

n′8 =
h̄√
3

(ωL +
ωL′

2
)

n′3 =
h̄ωL′

2
Then we define δCB = ωCB − ωL′ and δBA = ωBA − ωL, which are the frequency displacements
between the applied electromagnetic wave frequencies and the natural transition frequencies of the atom
A. Inserting it back into the expression (3.12), we obtain:

H ′ = n01 +
h̄

2
δCBλ3 +

h̄

2
√

3
(2δBA + δCB)λ8 +

1

2
h̄Ωcbλ1 +

1

2
h̄Ωbaλ6 (3.13)

In this time-independent form, H ′ can be used as a generator for the unitary transformation (1.21) of the
system.
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3.3 Solving the evolution of the system

We are now equipped to solve the evolution of the 3-level quantum system. Our equations describe a quan-
tum system with two electromagnetic waves driving two different transitions with an arbitrary coupling
strength. However, since we want to observe the Autler-Townes effect, we are interested in the more spe-
cific case of Ωba being the strong coupling and Ωcb being the weaker coupling, describing the effect of the
probe field. We will approach this problem in two ways, that will eventually give us the same result. The
first approach will be to solve the equations numerically with a differential equation solver and the second
approach will consist in using the closed form solution.

3.3.1 Numerical Approach

The numerical approach consists in simply solving the set of time-dependent, first order differential equa-
tions (3.5), derived using von Neumann equation in section 3.1. Using an ODE-solver in Python, we are
able to solve this set of equations. The results are presented in sub-section 3.3.3.

3.3.2 Closed Form Approach

For this approach, we will be employing the results reviewed in sub-section 1.2.4 by using the time-
independent form for the Hamiltonian (3.13) as a Generator for the propagator, for which we have a closed
form expression. We do not explicitly write out the resulting expression as it was not obtained in a satis-
factorily compact form. Such a form would be a 3-level system equivalent to the expression (1.7) found
for a 2-level density matrix. If it could be found in some later work, it could be instructive to get a more
interpretable, geometric overview over the dynamics of such system, but in our case we simply plug the
resulting expression into a symbolic Python program to render the resulting evolutions.
The propagator is defined as the unitary evolution matrix U = ei

H′t
h̄ , where H ′ is the time-independent

(3.13), with n0 = 0, for it to be traceless. The density matrix ρ′ is not in the Schrodinger picture, but in the
transformed frame

ρ′ = TρT †,

where T is defined in (3.11). However, in sub-section 3.2.1 we showed that the cartan subalgebra {m3,m8},
which describes the evolutions of diagonal components in the density matrix, is unaffected by the transfor-
mation T , only the coherences are rotated. Also, when t = 0, ρ′ = TρT † = ρ, meaning that the initial
states are the same in the Schrodinger picture and the transformed frame, which means that since we, for
our calculations, are only interested in the evolution of the diagonal components of the density matrix, we
can ignore the fact that ρ′ is in the transformed frame and denote it with ρ(in the Schrodinger picture) as
long as we only look at diagonal components.

We restate the closed form expression for U (1.21):

U = ei
H′
h̄ t =

∑
k=0,1,2

[

(
H ′

h̄

)2

+
2√
3

(
H ′

h̄

)
sin (φ+

2πk

3
)

− 1

3
I(1 + 2 cos 2(φ+

2πk

3
))]
exp( 2√

3
it sin (φ+ 2πk

3 )

1− 2 cos 2(φ+ 2πk
3 )

, where φ is given as :

det

(
H ′

h̄

)
= − 2

3
√

3
sin (3φ)

Then the expression for the time evolution of the density matrix ρ(t) = Uρ(0)U†, where ρ(0) is the initial
condition, is calculated using symbolic-package ”sympy” in python. The only thing to notice is that the

Hamiltonian H′

h̄ has to be scaled
(
H′

h̄

)2

= 2 for the expression U to be valid.
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Figure 3.1: Showing evolution of the density matrix in the {m3,m8} subspace for a few periods 2π
ωL

at a
resonance peak δcb = 0.1. Numerical results obtained with the approach discussed in sub-section 3.3.1 are
on the left. The results of the approach taken in subsection 3.3.2 are on the right. The violet curve shows
the evolution starting in a pure state |b〉 and the red curve shows the evolution starting in an equally mixed
state of |b〉 and |a〉. The two results seem to be identical.

3.3.3 Results
In this sub-section, we will be using A, B and C to denote the geometrical points that define the vertices of
the boundary triangle in the {m3,m8} subspace of the 8-dimensional vector space for the 3-level Bloch-
vectors describing the density matrix. A,B andC correspond to the pure states |a〉, |b〉 and |c〉 respectively.
Let us use two different initial conditions where the state is in a mixed state superposition of states B and
A and one where it starts in a pure state B.

ρ0 =


0 0 0

0 1
2 0

0 0 1
2

 ,

0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0


I use energies EC = 5

3 ,EB = 2
3 and EA = − 7

3 . The values of the energies themselves should not matter,
as we see in expression (3.13), only the differences between them. The difference δBA = 0 is set to be
resonant and we will vary δCB . I set the main coupling strength Ωba = 0.2, such that its a good deal
smaller than Eb−EA, and the much smaller coupling Ωcb = 0.05. All the other constants I set to be units.
According to the Autler-Townes splitting, the absorption peak ωL′ in this case should split into two other
new peaks ωL′1 = ωL′ − Ωba

2 and ωL′2 = ωL′ + Ωba
2 . Written in another form:

δCB± = ±Ωba
2

= ±1 · 0.2
2

= ±0.1

Firstly, let us compare the results given by the two approaches. Running the simulations, we plot them in
figure (3.1). The plots are made with δCB = δCB+ = 0.1, which showcases the dynamics at the one of the
resonance peaks. The numerical solution on the left and the analytical on the right. They show an evolution
of states for a length of time that is enough for the curve to reach its closest point to C, which is roughly
3 2π
ωL

. We observe a perfect correspondence between the two methods.
Now let us run the simulation for a range of δCB values and see the behaviour of the system. Figure 3.2
displays the evolution of the system for a select group of δCB values. We observe the trend that there is an
oscillation between B and A and another oscillation perpendicularly towards C.
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Figure 3.2: Showing evolutions of states for varying δCB’s and two different initial conditions. the violet
curve shows the evolution of the state starting in a pure state |b〉 . The red curve shows the evolution of
the state starting in an equally mixed state of |a〉 and |b〉. We can see clearly that the peak occurs when
δCB = 0.1, which confirms the Autler-Townes splitting theory.
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We begin by looking at the non-resonant frequencies δBC well away from δBC±. When starting in the
pure state B, the oscillations happen almost completely between B and A, the population completing,
what seems to be, a full cycle, first to A then back to B. This is as expected, since in such a limiting case
where only the b ↔ a transition is driven, the system reduces to exhibiting a Rabi Oscillation which was
calculated for a 2-level system in subsection 2.1.2. When starting in an equally mixed state between B
and A, represented by the Bloch-vector positioned in the middle of the boundary between B and A, the
Bloch-vector seems to mostly remain in place.
When δBC is approaching the resonant δBC± we can observe the following. For both initial conditions,
the evolution towards the state C becomes considerably high. For the case when the state starts in the pure
state B, the oscillations along the axis defined by the line between B and A decreases when approaching
C. For the case when the initial condition is in a mixed state between A and B, which initially does not
exhibit any oscillations along B −A axis, it does seem to develop a certain amplitude along the latter axis
when nearing C.
Finally, when δCB is nearing 0, we still see that there is a small displacement towards C for both initial
conditions, but there seems to appear a well defined path along which the Bloch-vectors traverse.
Overall, the general characteristic that can be seen in the plot confirms what we expected from Autler-
Townes splitting, which is that for the expected resonant values δCB± the system tends towards higher
values of C.

3.4 Analytical approach
In last subsections we defined the problem in a general manner, solving it numerically with a differential
equation solver (in subsection 3.3.1) and also plotting the found closed form expression for the evolution
by treating it with a symbolic Python package(in subsection 3.3.2). The results were discussed descrip-
tively, by trying to interpret the plots , because the closed form expression was too complicated to interpret
directly. The disadvantage is that, just by observing the plots, we are unable to conclude with any concrete
characteristics for the dynamics of the quantum system. In this subsection, we attempt to simplify the
problem and find an analytical expression for the evolution of the system at one of the resonance peaks
δcb = − 1

2 . Find a value for the maximum probability to reach the state |c〉 and the time it takes to reach
it. We will also plot the profile of the maximum probability that can be reached to get to the state |c〉 as a
function of δcb.

3.4.1 Defining the Problem
The basis for the calculation in this section will be to find | 〈c|U |a〉|2, the probability expression for the
system to evolve into the state |c〉 from the state |a〉. One would ideally want to find a more general
expression for the probability to go to |c〉 from any arbitrary state, but, for simplification, state |a〉 was
chosen as an initial state, because retrospectively it seemed to give the simplest calculation. We will be
working in the time-independent frame, so the propagator U can be defined as U = eiH

′t, where H ′ is
defined as the time-independet Hamiltonian from (3.13). We restate this Hamiltonian here, having set it to
be traceless n0 = 0 and scaled the Planck constant h̄ = 1:

H ′ =
1

2
δCBλ3 +

1

2
√

3
(2δBA + δCB)λ8 +

1

2
Ωcbλ1 +

1

2
Ωbaλ6.

Before we proceed, there is one modification to be made. We have defined the driving field to be described
by the coupling Ωba and frequency displacement δBA, and the probe field by coupling strength Ωcb with
frequency displacement δCB . If we set δBA = 0, because we will only want to see what happens when
the main driving field is resonant with the b ↔ a transition, both λ3 and λ8 terms still remain in the
Hamiltonian. If δCB = 0, however, we see that λ3 goes away, which is one term less to worry about.
In fact, having discussed the symmetry of the problem in subsection 1.2.2, we know that it is valid to
interchange the states in the formulation, because it will not affect the resulting dynamics of the system.

The definition of states so far was |c〉 , |b〉 , |a〉 =

1
0
0

 ,
0

1
0

 ,
0

0
1

. If we, however, flip the states |c〉 and
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|a〉 as shown here:

|c〉 , |b〉 , |a〉 =

0
0
1

 ,
0

1
0

 ,
1

0
0

 ,
the Hamiltonian H ′ becomes:

H ′ =
1

2
δBAλ3 +

1

2
√

3
(2δCB + δBA)λ8 +

1

2
Ωbaλ1 +

1

2
Ωcbλ6.

In this case, we can take advantage of the fact that λ3 falls away when the main driving field is resonant
δBA = 0:

H ′ =
1√
3
δCBλ8 +

1

2
Ωbaλ1 +

1

2
Ωcbλ6. (3.14)

If our initial state is |ψ〉0 = |a〉, the initial value for the density matrix is:

ρ0 = ρ(t = 0) =

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 .
We want to see how it evolves into the state |c〉 and define the probability for the system to evolve from
state |a〉 to state |c〉 as:

P (a→ c) = 〈c|ρ(t)|c〉 = 〈c|Uρ0U
†|c〉 =

∑
I={a,b,c}

∑
I′={a,b,c}

〈c|U |I〉 〈I| ρ0 |I ′〉 〈I ′|U†|c〉 ,

where we used the completeness relation twice. Since ρ0 is of the form given above, we get:

P (a→ c) =
∑
I={a}

〈c|U |I〉 〈I|U†|c〉 =
∑
I={a}

| 〈c|U |I〉|2 = | 〈c|U |a〉|2.

We can now use the closed form expression for the propagator (1.21), restating it here:

U = eiH
′t =

∑
k=0,1,2

[H ′2 +
2√
3
H ′ sin (φ+

2πk

3
)

− 1

3
I(1 + 2 cos 2(φ+

2πk

3
))]
exp( 2√

3
it sin (φ+ 2πk

3 )

1− 2 cos 2(φ+ 2πk
3 )

,

det(H ′) = − 2

3
√

3
sin (3φ).

The Tr
{
H ′2

}
= 2 condition, see subsection 1.2.4, imposes the following constraint:

1

3
δ2
CB +

1

4
Ω2
ba +

1

4
Ω2
cb = 1. (3.15)

We start by examining 〈c|U |a〉:

〈c|U |a〉 =
∑

k=0,1,2

[ 〈c|H ′2|a〉+
2√
3
〈c|H ′|a〉 sin (φ+

2πk

3
)]
exp( 2√

3
it sin (φ+ 2πk

3 )

1− 2 cos 2(φ+ 2πk
3 )

. (3.16)

Let us investigate 〈c|H ′|a〉 and 〈c|H ′2|a〉 first:

〈c|H ′|a〉 =
1√
3
δCB 〈c|λ8|a〉+

1

2
Ωba 〈c|λ1|a〉+

1

2
Ωcb 〈c|λ6|a〉 .
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We know the form of Gell-Mann matrices explicitly(see subsection 1.2.1), it is therefore straight-forward
to calculate and find that the only non-zero contributions are 〈c|λ4|a〉 = 1, and 〈c|λ5|a〉 = i. We therefore
get

〈c|H ′|a〉 = 0.

Further on, to find 〈c|H ′2|a〉, we first have to calculate H ′2. Using the lie algebra relations (1.8), we
obtain:

H ′2 =
1

6
(Ω2

cb + Ω2
ba +

4

3
δ2
CB) +

1

3
ΩbaδCBλ1 −

1

8
Ω2
cbλ3

+
1

4
ΩbaΩcbλ4 −

1

6
ΩcbδCBλ6 +

1√
3

(
1

4
Ω2
ba −

1

8
Ω2
cb −

1

3
δ2
CB)λ8.

This time, we do have a non-zero contribution from the λ4 component, giving us:

〈c|H2|a〉 =
1

4
ΩcbΩba.

We can substitute these expressions back to (3.16) :

〈c|U |a〉 =
1

4
ΩcbΩba

∑
k=0,1,2

exp( 2√
3
it sin (φ+ 2πk

3 )

1− 2 cos 2(φ+ 2πk
3 )

.

Since we found that hk = 2√
3

sin (φ+ 2πk
3 ) (1.24) are the eigenvalues of H ′, and if we define B(k) =

1− 2 cos 2(φ+ 2πk
3 ), we can rewrite the expression in a simpler form:

〈c|U |a〉 =
1

4
ΩcbΩba

∑
k=0,1,2

eihkt

B(k)
.

Now we can find:

| 〈c|U |a〉|2 = (
1

4
ΩcbΩba)2

∑
k

∑
k′

ei(hk−hk′ )t

B(k)B(k′)
=

= (
1

4
ΩcbΩba)2(

1

B(0)2
+

1

B(1)2
+

1

B(2)2

+2(
cos ((h0 − h1)t)

B(0)B(1)
+

cos ((h0 − h2)t)

B(0)B(2)
+

cos ((h1 − h2)t)

B(1)B(2)
))

To further simplify the expression, we attempt to re-express the B(k)’s as functions of eigenvalues hk’s.
We notice, for example, that h1h2 = − 1

3 (1 + 2 cos (2φ)), which is similar to B(0) = 1 − 2 cos (2φ), we
can thus substitute the cosine term and obtain B(0) = 2 + 3h1h2. Doing the same for all B(k)’s we get:

B(0) = 2 + 3h1h2,

B(1) = 2 + 3h0h2,

B(2) = 2 + 3h0h1.

Since, hk’s are the eigenvalues, det(H ′) = h0h1h2. Going back to the expression, we know that when
t = 0, | 〈A|U |C〉|2 = 0, that gives us:

0 =
1

B(0)2
+

1

B(1)2
+

1

B(2)2
+ 2(

1

B(0)B(1)
+

1

B(0)B(2)
+

1

B(1)B(2)
)

and
1

B(0)2
+

1

B(1)2
+

1

B(2)2
= −2(

1

B(0)B(1)
+

1

B(0)B(2)
+

1

B(1)B(2)
).

We re-insert this back into the expression:
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| 〈c|U |a〉|2 = (
1

4
ΩcbΩba)2(−2(

1

B(0)B(1)
+

1

B(0)B(2)
+

1

B(1)B(2)
)

+2(
cos ((h0 − h1)t)

B(0)B(1)
+

cos ((h0 − h2)t)

B(0)B(2)
+

cos ((h1 − h2)t)

B(1)B(2)
)).

Multiplying with 1 = B(0)B(1)B(2)
B(0)B(1)B(2) :

| 〈c|U |a〉|2 = (
1

4
ΩcbΩba)2 2

B(0)B(1)B(2)
(−(B(2) +B(1) +B(0))

+(B(2) cos ((h0 − h1)t) +B(1) cos ((h0 − h2)t) +B(0) cos ((h1 − h2)t))).

Some more conditions can be derived from Tr(H) = 0 and Tr(H2) = 2:

h1 + h2 + h3 = 0 (3.17a)

h2
0 + h2

1 + h2
2 = 1 (3.17b)

h0h1 + h0h2 + h1h2 = −1 (3.17c)

Knowing the expressions B(k) as functions of hk, we find:

B(0) +B(1) +B(2) = 3(h0h1 + h0h2 + h1h2) + 6,

where (3.17b) gives
B(0) +B(1) +B(2) = 3

and
B(0)B(1)B(2) = 27h2

0h
2
1h

2
2 + 18h2

0h1h2 + 18h0h
2
1h2 + 18h0h1h

2
2

+12h0h1 + 12h0h2 + 12h1h2 + 8

= 27 det(H ′)
2

+ 18 det(H ′)(h0 + h1 + h2) + 12(h0h1 + h0h2 + h1h2) + 8

B(0)B(1)B(2) = 27 det(H ′)
2 − 4.

Substituting all the results back:

| 〈c|U |a〉|2 =
2( 1

4ΩcbΩba)2

27 det(H ′)
2 − 4

[(2 + 3h0h1) cos ((h0 − h1)t)

+ (2 + 3h0h2) cos ((h0 − h2)t) + (2 + 3h1h2) cos ((h1 − h2)t)− 3].

(3.18)

Remember that H ′ has a constraint (3.15) and we have defined ε so that: Ωcb
Ωba

= ε. We are also
interested in the ratio δ∗CB = δCB

Ωba
. Using all this, we can re-express the following values:

Ωba =
1√

1
3δ
∗2
CB + 1

4 (1 + ε2)
, (3.19a)

Ωcb =
ε√

1
3δ
∗2
CB + 1

4 (1 + ε2)
, (3.19b)

δCB =
δ∗CB√

1
3δ
∗2
CB + 1

4 (1 + ε2)
. (3.19c)

Our expression for | 〈c|U |a〉|2, is now only dependent on δ∗CB and ε.
Before we proceed further, we can plot the maximum probability for the state to evolve into |c〉 as a function
of δ∗CB . We fix ε to be small (ε = 1

10 ), let the system evolve as a function of time for different values of
δ∗CB and plot the maximum obtained points. The resulting Figure 3.3 indeed shows that we get resonance
tops when δCB = ± 1

2Ωba, which is due to the effect of Autler-Townes splitting.
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Figure 3.3: Showing maximal probabilities to be in the state |c〉, when starting in state |a〉. Fixing ε = 1
10 ,

we see resonance at δ∗CB = ± 1
2 , as expected. This is plotted using the found expression (3.18), by finding

time evolutions numerically for an arbitrary length of time and simply finding maximal probability points .

3.4.2 Approximating around a Resonance Point

In this subsection a simple analytical function will be derived for the dynamics of the probability evolution
at a resonant frequency δ∗CB = − 1

2 by approximating | 〈c|U |a〉|2 around that point. More specifically, we
will find that it is a simple cosine function and we will obtain the frequency and the amplitude analytically.
Note that we have expressed | 〈c|U |a〉|2 entirely as a function of eigenvalues hk, see (3.18). When plotting
the eigenvalues h0,h1,h2 of H ′ (3.14) as a function of δ∗CB in Figure 3.4, we see the relation h1 > h0 >
h2. Another fact that is evident in the figure is that around the resonance peaks δ∗CB = ± 1

2 , two of the
eigenvalues come very close to each other. This small difference between the eigenvalues at those points
can be used as a small parameter for approximating.

Approximating the trigonometric part

To start off, we can focus on the trigonometric part T of (3.18) that lies within the square brackets| 〈c|U |a〉|2 =
2( 1

4 ΩcbΩba)2

27 det(H′)2−4
[T ], where,

T =(2 + 3h0h1) cos ((h0 − h1)t) + (2 + 3h0h2) cos ((h0 − h2)t)+

+ (2 + 3h1h2) cos ((h1 − h2)t)− 3.

We choose to focus on the first resonance point at δ∗CB = − 1
2 so we can make a variable substitution:

h̄ =
h0 + h1

2
,

h1 = h̄+ α,

h0 = h̄− α,
h2 = −2h̄.

The h̄ is the middle value between h0 and h1, 2α is the seperation between h0 and h1 and the last expression
for h2 is obtained by the Tr(H) = 0 condition.
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Figure 3.4: Showing the eigenvalues hk as functions of δ∗CB . Near resonance points δ∗CB = ± 1
2 we can see

that two of the eigenvalues come very close together. This small difference can be used as an approximation
parameter.

Substituting all of these into T and expanding the terms, we obtain:

T = −6h̄2 sin2 (αt)− 12h̄2 cos
(
3h̄t
)

cos (αt)

+ 3h̄2 + 12h̄α sin
(
3h̄t
)

sin (αt) + 6α2 sin2 (αt)− 3α2

− 4 sin2 (αt) + 4 cos
(
3h̄t
)

cos (αt)− 1

The trace conditionTr
{
H2
}

= 2 gives us

Tr
{
H2
}

= h2
0 + h2

1 + h2
2

= (h̄− α)2 + (h̄+ α)2 + (−2h̄)2

= 6h̄2 + 2α2 = 2,

which gives

h̄2 =
1

3
(1− α2).

Substituting for h̄ in T :

T =8α2 sin2 (αt) + 4α2 cos (αt) cos
(√

3t
√

1− α2
)

+

− 4α2 + 4α
√

3− 3α2 sin (αt) sin
(√

3t
√

1− α2
)
− 6 sin2 (αt).

(3.20)

When h0 is very close to h1, at the resonance, α ≈ 0.06 for our choise of ε, which means that h̄2 ≈
1
3 ± 10−3. We can thus treat α as a perturbation, discarding all terms with a factor of α:

T ≈ −6 sin2 (αt) +O(α) = 3(cos(2αt)− 1) +O(α). (3.21)

In Figure 3.5 we plot the exact form for T (3.20), as a function of time, next to its approximate form
3.21 and see that they are very close in form.
From the approximate expression for T we can deduce that the ”maximal” point in the evolution for
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Figure 3.5: T plotted against the approximated T over time t for the minimal value of α, which coincides
with δ∗BA = − 1

2

| 〈c|U |a〉|2 at resonance happens when 2αtmax ≈ π → tmax ≈ π
2α , and the magnitude T ≈ −6.

For the resonance point δCB∗ = − 1
2 , an expression for α as a function of ε can be found. To do so, we use

an expression for the determinant as a function of α and ε, equate them and solve approximately for small
values.
Again, using the variable change hk → α:

det(H ′) = h0h1h2 =
2

3
√

3

√
1− α2

(
4α2 − 1

)
.

To find the determinant as a function of ε, we use the expression (3.14) explicitly, with the scaled values
(3.19), substituting δBA∗ = − 1

2 , expressing it in matrix form and calculating the determinant directly:

det(H) =

√
3
(

16
9 − ε

2
)

(3ε2 + 4)
3
2

.

Equating these two expressions, we obtain an equation

2

3
√

3

√
1− α2

(
4α2 − 1

)
=

√
3
(

16
9 − ε

2
)

(3ε2 + 4)
3
2

.

Using a symbolic mathematics library in Python, we expand one of the solutions and find

α = −
√

6

4
ε+O

(
ε3
)
.

Approximating the non-trigonometric part

To approximate the factor 2( 1
4 ΩcbΩba)2

27 det(H′)2−4
of | 〈c|U |a〉|2, we do as before, and substitute Ωcb, Ωba and

det(H ′) with expressions that are only dependent on ε and δCB∗ = − 1
2 , to find the magnitude at the

resonance point:

2( 1
4ΩcbΩba)2

27 det(H ′)
2 − 4

= − 6ε2 + 8

12ε4 + 39ε2 + 96
≈ −(

1

12
+

11ε2

384
) +O

(
ε4
)
.
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Figure 3.6: On the left: Lines showing the maximum probabilities reached for different values of ε, the
orange line showing when the simulation was done for an arbitrary long time, the blue line showing when
it was run for t = 2π√

6ε
. On the right: we show the time when the actual maximum value of P occurred, the

blue line showing when the blue line points on the left graph occured, the red line is the theoretical value
for tmax.

Knowing that at the resonance the trigonometric part T ≈ −6 +O(ε) and the non-trigonometric factor
given above, we re-express:

| 〈c|U |a〉|2 ≈ −(
1

12
+O

(
ε2
)
)(−6 +O(ε)) =

1

2
+O(ε)

and to reach this point it takes tmax ≈ π
2α ≈

2π√
6ε

. The smaller the probe field (the smaller the ε), the longer

it takes to reach the maximum probability to get to state |c〉, which is | 〈c|U |a〉|2max ≈
1
2 .

To compare our approximation with the exact results, we plot our findings in Figure 3.6 . On the left,
the orange line, shows the the found maximal values for | 〈c|U |a〉|2 when simulated for a significantly
long time. Just as predicted, the probability starts at 1

2 and grows linearly with ε. However, to study our
approximation for the time the first peaks actually occur, the approximated tmax is plotted in red on the
right side. Running simulations, now restricted to this theoretical approximation, we obtain the blue curves
on both sides: the blue curve on the right showing when the maximal value occurring when simulated with
the said time constraint and the blue line on the left showing what was the actual maximal value within the
simulated time. We see that for the lower ε values, there is good correspondence, but as it increases, we see
that the ”maximal” value (blue) starts oscillating and that comes from the fact that as the ε is getting bigger
and the approximation for the smooth sinusoidal form of the behaviour weakens, the actual behaviour of
the system is no longer just one cosine function, since it is generally a sum of three cosine functions with
different frequencies as we see in (3.18).



Chapter 4

Dynamics with Decaying Effects

Motivation

In this chapter we will revisit the 3-level quantum system, that was studied in chapter 3, but add decay to it
and see how it affects the dynamics. To do that, we will apply the techniques derived in [4].
In section 4.1 a master equation for open quantum systems will be reviewed and presented and later ap-
plied to 2- and 3-level systems in section 4.2, where we observe exclusively the effect of decay on such
systems. In section 4.3 we combine the effects of decay together with the effects of driving monochromatic
electromagnetic fields and, using an application of it to 2-level systems, where an analytic form of the time-
evolution of the state is derived, as an inspiration, derive the equivalent equations for 3-level systems. A
multitude of results for such systems will be presented. We fall short of deriving a general analytical so-
lution for the time-evolution of a 3-level system, but, by solving them numerically instead, we are able
to present some profiles of time evolutions of quantum states, the characteristics of which are discussed
qualitatively. On the other hand, an analytic form for stationary points for the 3-level quantum system are
obtained, which aids us in understanding the effect of decay on the Autler-Townes phenomenon.

4.1 The Master Equation
In this subsection an approximate master equation for particles in a radiation field and the motivation for
the derivation will be presented. The equation will be valid for systems where the particles are assumed to
not affect the reservoir of radiation by interaction with it and the valid physical examples of the reservoir
will be either a vacuum field or an incident wave with a sufficiently large spectral width(excluding the
case of a resonant monochromatic radiation) and a sufficiently low intensity. The reservoir will act on the
particle system in a perturbative manner with respect to the coupling between the particle and reservoir
systems. The review will be closely based on chapter IV of ”Atom-Photon Interactions, Basic Processes
and Applications” [4] and any text given in quotations are to be assumed a direct quote from this chapter(if
not explicitly stated otherwise).

The Classical Example

To motivate the derivation, it is useful to compare it to a similar classical case: Brownian motion. For
example, to describe a Brownian motion of a heavy particle in a liquid or a gas, the first order stochastic
differential equation, called the Langevin equation is used. Langevin equation for motion in one dimension
can be written as (Chapter IV, complement C [4])

m
dv

dt
= −λv + ν(t),

where v is the velocity variable, m is the mass of the particle, λ is a constant describing damping of motion
and ν(t) is a random variable with normal distribution describing noise. It describes the force that the
surrounding gas or liquid exerts on the particle over time. The first term on the r.h.s is the viscous damping

47
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force due to Stoke’s Law, but the more interesting, second term, is the random variable describing the weak,
extremely rapid force fluctuations from the collisions of the surrounding particles. The idea is that since the
particle is heavy in relation to the particles in the gas, the rate at which the dynamics of the heavy particle
evolve is much slower than the rate at which the small force fluctuations happen. In other words, we have
three different timescales τs � dt � T . τs is the order of time for the auto-correlation of the fluctuating
force. Since it is much smaller than the order of time dt with which we describe the rate of change of the
heavy particle, the fluctuating forces can be deemed to be unrelated in time on that scale and the process
is Markovian. Solving the equation, a distribution of velocity and displacement of the heavy particle is
obtained, which evolves on the order of T , which is extreemely slow compared to the other time scales.
Physically all this means is that the accumulation of extreemly rapid(at the order of τs), weak, random
force contributions on the heavy particle from the surrounding collisions result in a very slow dynamics of
the heavy particle on the order of T .

The Master Equation for the Quantum Systems

A quantum system of our interest can be described exactly as a combination of the n-level quantum system
A describing some particle and the reservoirR, a radiation field with a large number of degrees of freedom.
The Hamiltonian for the system A +R given as H = HA + HR + V , where HA is the Hamiltonian for
the particle, HR is the Hamiltonian for the reservoir and V is the interaction Hamiltonian between the two
systems. We also denote the density matrix of the whole system as ρ. The general idea is that if V is a
very weak coupling and the reservoir R is approximated to be stationary and unaffected by A, the master
equation for the systemA can be derived analogous to the Langvin equation, where the reservoir introduces
weak, rapid fluctuations to the particle at the extreemely small time order τc and the systemA evolves with
at the order of time TR � τc. Just like the Langevin force has an auto-correlation function vanishing within
τs, the auto-correlation function of the reservoir, the electric field nodes, have to vanish within a small time
scale τc � 2π

ω0
, where ω0 is of the order of the relevant transitions between the energy levels of the particle.

The goal is then to introduce a coarse-grained approximation of the master equation dρ
dt →

∆ρ
∆t , where the

time scale ∆t is much bigger than τc, so that over the time scale ∆t, all the individual contributions from
the fluctuations from the reservoir are smoothed out. At the same time ∆t must be much smaller than TR,
such that the average average rate of change of the system A is small during ∆t.
Before the approximations are introduced explicitly, we state the master equation for the system in the
interaction picture:

dρ̃(t)

dt
=

1

ih̄
[Ṽ (t), ρ̃(t)].

The density matrix for A is σ̃(t) = TrR ρ̃(t), so integrating the master equation over the interval ∆t,
iterating it once with respect to ρ̃ and taking the trace overR we get:

∆σ̃(t) =
1

ih̄

∫ t+∆t

t

dt′ TrR[Ṽ (t′), ρ̃(t′)]+

+

(
1

ih̄

)2 ∫ t+∆t

t

dt′
∫ t′

t

dt′′ TrR[Ṽ (t′), [Ṽ (t′′), ρ̃(t′′)]].

(4.1)

As already stated, the reason the density matrix is being integrated over the range of length ∆t is to find
the average value of dσ̃

dt over that range, since on a much smaller scale the derivative varies rapidly and it
is this smoothing out over the interval ∆t that is called the ”coarse-grained rate of variation”:

∆σ̃

∆t
=
σ̃(t+ ∆t)− σ̃(t)

∆t
=

1

∆t

∫ t+∆t

t

dt′
dσ̃

dt′
.

The Approximations and Assumptions

The following will be the assumptions made to derive the approximate form of the master equation.
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• Because R is the reservoir, the variation of it’s state σ̃R(t) = TrA ρ̃(t) is very small due to the
coupling with A. That means that it can be approximated to its first order in the interaction picture:
σ̃R(t) ≈ σ̃R(0) = σR.

• It can also be assumed to be stationary : [σR, HR] = 0, meaning that it shares the eigenvalues with
HR, such that the density matrix σR is a diagonal matrix in the basis of the electric field nodes in the
reservoir: σR =

∑
µ pµ |µ〉 〈µ|, where |µ〉 are the eigenstates of HR.

• The interaction potential is assumed to be of the form Ṽ (t) = −
∑
p Ãp(t)R̃p(t). Ãp is an observable

in A and R̃p is an observable inR.

• The average value of Rp can be chosen to be 0: Tr[σRR] = 0.

So far, the assumptions listed above, and specifically the last one, makes sure that the first term on the r.h.s
of the master equation (4.1) vanishes. The attention can be focused on the second term.
In the following two already mentioned time scale conditions will be introduced in the master equation.

• The condition TR � ∆t. Since V is assumed to be sufficiently small, the second term of (4.1) is
already small due to it being of the of O

(
V 2
)
. That allows ρ̃(t′′) to be approximated by ρ̃(t) in the

interval [t, t + ∆t] of the integral, because the actual evolution time TR of σ̃ is much bigger than
the interval. That renders the master equation approximate up to the second order with a negligable
error O

(
V 3
)
.

• The condition τc � ∆t. The density matrix can be written as such ρ̃(t) = σ̃(t)⊗ σ̃R(t)+ ρ̃correl(t).
The idea here can be borrowed from the classical example, where the two-time average( or the auto-
correlation function) in the classical case of brownian motion has a very short-lived correlation of
the order τs, meaning that for the purposes of the evolution of the random walk, the different time
steps do not correlate and thus the process is Markovian. The same logic goes here, where the
auto-correlation g(t′, t′′) = Tr

[
σRR̃(t′)R̃(t′′)

]
, which describes the fluctuations in the reservoir, is

also extremely short lived t′ − t′′ = τc � ∆t such that the correlations between A and R disap-
pear already after a time τc. Within the interval [t, t + ∆t], these small fluctuations are practically
uncorrelated and so the process here is also Markovian. This allows us to deem ρ̃correl ≈ 0 and
ρ̃(t) ≈ σ̃(t)⊗ σ̃R(t).

The Approximate form of The Master Equation

Inducing the given approximations and assumptions into the master equation (4.1) we will obtain

∆σ̃

∆t
= − 1

h̄2∆t

∫ t+∆t

t

dt′
∫ t′

t

dt′′ TrR[Ṽ (t′), [Ṽ (t′′), σ̃(t)⊗ σR]].

For the interested reader, the explicit derivations can be followed in [4], but we will content ourselves by
providing the end results of the derivations of the approximate master equation in the orthonormal basis |i〉
of A:

dσii
dt

=
∑
j 6=i

(σjjΓj→i − σiiΓi→j), (4.2a)

dσij
dt

= −iωijσij + (−Γji − i∆ij)σij = −iω0ijσij − Γijσij , (4.2b)

where
Γi→j =

2π

h̄

∑
µ

pµ
∑
ν

|〈ν, j|V |µ, i〉|2δ(Eµ + Ei − Eν − Ej), (4.3)

pµ being the probability for the states in the reservoir and ω0ij = ωij +∆ij , where ∆ij represents a shift in
the frequency(second order in V) ωij due to the interaction between the quantum system and the reservoir.
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For our purposes, we will not concern ourselves with the numerical value nor the physical significance of
this shift, so the mathematical expression for it will be omitted. Γji can be split into the so-called adiabatic
and non-adiabatic parts, where adiabatic are the transitions between the same levels, but because of the
parity arguments, these are all zero, and we are only left with the non-adiabatic damping :

Γij =
1

2
(
∑
n 6=i

Γi→n +
∑
n 6=j

Γj→n) (4.4)

4.2 Quantum Systems in a Vacuum Field
Following will be the applications of the derived master equation (4.2). The evolution of 2- and 3-level
systems in a vacuum field will be calculated to showcase the decay of the energy of the system A into the
vacuum field R, which can be assigned the density matrix σR = |0〉 〈0| and the interaction hamiltonian
V = −~d · ~E⊥, where ~E⊥ is the quantum radiation field in the vacuum state.

4.2.1 2-level quantum system in vacuum
Starting with a 2-level system A, the ground and excited levels can be denoted as |a〉 and |b〉 respectively.
We expect that in a vacuum the system will decay into the steady ground state, whatever the initial state is.
The only allowed transition that the formula for Γi→j gives is Γb→a = Γ. The equations 4.2 give us:

dσaa
dt

=Γσbb, (4.5a)

dσbb
dt

=− Γσbb, (4.5b)

dσab
dt

=[−iω0 −
1

2
Γ]σab. (4.5c)

We choose to represent the system in Bloch-vector notation. To do that, we combine equations (4.5)
and (1.4) to obtain:

m′x =− 1

2
Γmx + ω0my, (4.6a)

m′y =− ω0mx −
1

2
Γmy, (4.6b)

m′z =− (1 +mz)Γ, (4.6c)

which, when solved, give the final Bloch-vector:

~m =

e− 1
2 Γt(mx(0) cosω0t+my(0) sinω0t)

e−
1
2 Γt(my(0) cosω0t−mx(0) sinω0t)

(mz(0) + 1)e−Γt − 1

 . (4.7)

The results of (4.7) are plotted in Figure 4.1 with two initial conditions, one in |0〉 and the other in |y〉,
showing a decay to the lowest energy state, as the energy in the 2-level system transforms into a photon
within a life-time TR on the order of 1

Γ . The expression (4.7) itself confirms our assumption that the state
will always decay into the ground state as its final stationary state.

4.2.2 3-level quantum system in vacuum
For the 3-level system A, we denote the states as |a〉,|b〉 and |c〉 where Ea < Eb < Ec. The reservoir is
again a vacuum state σR = |0〉 〈0| .
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Figure 4.1: Showing two perspectives of the Bloch-vector time-evolutions of a damped 2-level(in inter-
action picture) system for 2 different initial conditions, mz(0) = 1 and mz(0) = 0,my(0) = 1. The
stationary point, that the system evolves to, is always the lowest energy state |1〉.

The transition rates are then:

Γi→j =
2π

h̄

∑
µ

pµ
∑
ν

|〈ν, j|V |µ, i〉|2δ(Eµ + Ei − Eν − Ej)

Γi→j =
2π

h̄

∑
ν

|〈ν, j|V |0, i〉|2δ((Ei − Ej)− Eν)

Due to Eν being a positive energy, the dirac-delta function only allows the transitions where i > j, which
results into the only non-zero transitions:

Γc→a =
2π

h̄

∑
ν

|〈ν, a|V |0, c〉|2δ((Ec − Ea)− Eν) (4.8a)

Γc→b =
2π

h̄

∑
ν

|〈ν, b|V |0, c〉|2δ((Ec − Eb)− Eν) (4.8b)

Γb→a =
2π

h̄

∑
ν

|〈ν, a|V |0, b〉|2δ((Eb − Ea)− Eν) (4.8c)

The expression 4.4 then gives:

Γab =
1

2
Γb→a (4.9a)

Γac =
1

2
(Γc→b + Γc→a) (4.9b)

Γbc =
1

2
(Γb→a + Γc→b + Γc→a) (4.9c)
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Using equations (4.2) with expressions (4.8), we find the equations of motion of the 3-level system:

dσcc
dt

= −(Γc→b + Γc→a)σcc (4.10a)

dσbb
dt

= Γc→bσcc − Γb→aσbb (4.10b)

dσaa
dt

= Γc→aσcc + Γb→aσbb (4.10c)

dσij
dt

= (−iΩij − Γij)σij (4.10d)

for i 6= j. These are simple first order differential equations, solving them gives us:

σcc(t) = σcc(0)F (t)

σbb(t) = σbb(0)G(t) +
Γc→b

Γ
σcc(0)(F (t)−G(t))

σaa(t) = 1− σcc(t)− σbb(t)

σbc(t) = σbc(0)e−(iΩbc+Γbc)t

σac(t) = σac(0)e−(iΩac+Γac)t

σab(t) = σab(0)e−(iΩab+Γab)t

σij∗ = σji

where F (t) = e−(Γc→b+Γc→a)t, G(t) = e−Γb→at and Γ = Γb→a − Γc→b − Γc→a Now combining this
result with (1.20) , We are able to obtain expressions for the 8-vector evolution:

m8(t) = (m8(0) + 1)[(F (t) +G(t)) +
Γc→b

Γ
(F (t)−G(t))]− 3

√
3m3(0)G(t)− 1 (4.11a)

m3(t) =
1

3
√

3
[(m8(0) + 1)(F (t)−G(t))(1 +

Γc→b
Γ

) + 3
√

3m3(0)G(t)] (4.11b)

m1(t) = [m1(0) cos Ωbct+m2(0) sin Ωbct]e
−Γbct (4.11c)

m2(t) = [m2(0) cos Ωbct−m1(0) sin Ωbct]e
−Γbct (4.11d)

m4(t) = [m4(0) cos Ωact+m5(0) sin Ωact]e
−Γact (4.11e)

m5(t) = [m5(0) cos Ωact−m4(0) sin Ωact]e
−Γact (4.11f)

m6(t) = [m6(0) cos Ωabt+m7(0) sin Ωabt]e
−Γabt (4.11g)

m7(t) = [m7(0) cos Ωabt−m6(0) sin Ωabt]e
−Γabt (4.11h)

Where, m8(0) = 3
2 (σcc(0) + σbb(0)) − 1, m3(0) = 1

2
√

3
(σcc(0) − σbb(0)) , m1(0) = σbc(0) + σ∗bc(0),

m2(0) = i(σ∗bc(0)− σbc(0)) and the initial values for {m4(0),m5(0)} and {m6(0),m7(0)} are of similar
form to those of {m1(0),m2(0)}.

We plot the evolution of the system onto the subspace {ê8, ê3} in Figure 4.2, which gives a description
of the evolution between the states: one example starts in the pure state |c〉 and by evolving through a
mixed state of all three states eventually ends up in the lowest state |a〉. The other example starts at a
completely mixed state m8 = m3 = 0 and evolves to the lowest state.
The rest of m-components, that denote coherences are all oscillating in spiral motions along 3 separate
2-dimensional sub-spaces, eventually also tending to 0. In general, according to (4.11), the final stationary
state is the ground state |a〉.
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Figure 4.2: The evolution of a 3-level quantum system. The orange curve is the system starting in a pure
|c〉 state. The blue curve is the system starting in a completely mixed state. Both paths end up in the lowest
state |a〉.

4.3 An Atom in a Monochromatic Electromagnetic Field with Decay

4.3.1 Maxwell-Bloch equations for 2-level systems
In the previous subsections a master equation was derived for a treatment of an atom positioned in a
reservoir of vacuum or low-intensity broadband radiation. In this subsection our attention will be focused
on a case where, in addition, an atom is exposed to a monochromatic incident radiation field, with a
frequency close to that of the atoms eigenfrequency. In other words, we assume the same system as in
subsection 4.2.1, but this time we add a classical electromagnetic field to drive the transitions. There are
mainly two physical considerations to be made, that affect the evolution of an atom in this case. First being
that an atom situated in a cavity populated by a resonant electromagnetic field mode is going to induce
absorption and stimulated emission on the atom. The second consideration is that there is also a vacuum
field that will couple to the atom, prompting it to spontaneous emission. In this subsection we will be
following ”Atom-Photon Interactions” [4] Chapter V to present the treatment of such a case where the
atom is represented by a 2-level quantum system and give an overview of the Maxwell-Bloch equations
that govern the evolution of the said system.
The evolution of the system where an atom is interacting with an incident electromagnetic field and a
vacuum field can be expressed with an electric dipole approximation given by the Hamitlonian

H = HA +HR − ~d · [ ~Ee(0, t) + ~E⊥(0)]. (4.12)

where HA and HR are the Hamiltonians of the atom and the reservoir of the photons and ~Ee(0, t) =

~ε0 cosωLt, ~E⊥(0) are the time-dependent incident radiation field and a quantum radiation field respec-
tively at the position 0 of the atom. ~d is the electric dipole moment which we described, for the first time,
in subsection 2.1. We represent the incident radiation as a classical, external field with an amplitude |~ε0|
and frequency ωL. It will be assumed not to be affected by the atom, which is a good approximation for
atoms inside a cavity. Note that if the incident radiation field is initially in a coherent state, the description
of it by an external field is not an approximation.
In summary, the Hamiltonian (4.12) basically describes the semi-classical model for an atom driven res-
onantly by a classical electric field ~Ee(0, t) that we described in subsection 2.1, with the addition of a
vacuum field ~E⊥(0), which also couples transitions through the electric dipole moment, but is, unlike the
classically described ~Ee(0, t), treated as a quantum systemR through the Hamiltonian HR.
A monochromatic incident field has a two-time average that is infinitely long, since the light is completely
coherent. The master equation (4.2) derived in the previous subsection treated a reservoir that consisted
only of electromagnetic fields that had extremely short correlation times τc and can therefore not be used
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to treat an incident laser light.
The main idea is then to approximate the system by assuming independent rates of variation, one due to
the coupling to the vacuum field ~d · ~E⊥(0) and the other due to the coupling to the external harmonic field
~d · ~Ee(0, t). By finding the two equations for the two separate cases, we can then simply add them together,
while considering the validity of such approximation.

• If we neglect the effect of coupling with the vacuum field ~E⊥(0), we recover the equation

ih̄σ̇ = [HA − ~d · ~ε0 cosωLt, σ], (4.13)

which we already solved and treated in subsection 2.1.

• If we neglect the coupling to the external harmonic field ~Ee(0, t), we recover the approximate master
equation (4.2), or more specifically equations (4.5) for the 2-level system, where the reservoir was
only a vacuum field, by tracing out the reservoir.

By adding these two equations, one describing driven oscillations between the two states |a〉 and |b〉 for
the 2-level system and the other describing the decay of the atom due to spontaneous emission, we expect
the resulting equation to cause the atom to oscillate in the bloch sphere with a decreasing amplitude and
eventually decay into a steady state solution.
Before we bring forward the explicit equation, we note the validity of such an additive combination of
equations. The monochromatic radiation can also ”cause” spontaneous emission, so the idea is that we have
to neglect the modifications of spontaneous emission connected to the presence of the incident radiation.
If the coupling to the radiation can be neglected during the correlation time τc of the vacuum fluctuations
Ω0 � τ−1

c and the additional condition |ωL − ω0| � τ−1
c describing the transition a ↔ b to be quasi-

resonant, then the approximation is valid. These conditions are explicitly derived in the book [4]. The Rabi
frequency Ω0 is defined in subsection 2.1 as follows h̄Ω0 = −~dab · ~ε0, where ~dab = 〈a| ~d |b〉.

Explicit form for Bloch-Maxwell equations for 2-level systems

The goal, as already mentioned, is to add equations (4.13) and (4.2) and express the density matrix in
component form σij . Equation (4.2) is already in the desired component form, but (4.13), which was
solved in subsection 2.1 in the Bloch-vector representation, needs to be re-expressed in component form.
It is straight-forward to write out the resultant equations, but there is one more simplification to be done
before we present it. It is now a time-dependent equation, but we would normally, when the equation is
of the form (4.13) (when there is no decay in the system and the propagator is unitary), want to obtain a
time-independent equation by transforming into interaction picture. However, even though we have extra
damping terms (due to (4.2)) in this case, the transformation to interaction picture still works and leaves us
with time-independent equations. So the equations assume the following form:

dσ̂bb
dt

= i
Ω0

2
(σ̂ba − σ̂ab)− Γσ̂bb, (4.14a)

dσ̂ba
dt

= iδLσ̂ba + i
Ω0

2
(σ̂bb − σ̂aa)− Γ

2
σ̂ba, (4.14b)

dσ̂aa
dt

= −dσ̂bb
dt

, (4.14c)

dσ̂ab
dt

=
dσ̂∗ba
dt

, (4.14d)

where
δL = ωL − ω0

and the transformation of the density matrix σ to the interaction picture was done by:

σ̂ba = σbae
iωLt,

σ̂ab = σabe
−iωLt,

σ̂aa = σaa, σ̂bb = σbb
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Figure 4.3: Showing two perspectives of the bloch-vector time-evolutions of a driven 2-level(in interaction
picture) system for 4 different initial conditions, mz(0) = 1,−1, 0, for mz(0) = 0 we have mx(0) = 0, 1.
dL
Ω0

= 0 and Γ
Ω0

= 0.6. The stationary point the system evolves to does not depend on the initial conditions.

4.3.2 Solution for 2-level system
In this subsection, we will be solving the equations derived above analytically. To simplify the equations,
we can focus on the resonant case δL = 0 and substitute the variables in (4.14) with the bloch vector
variables in (1.4) to obtain

ṁx = −Γ

2
mx, (4.15a)

ṁy = −Γ

2
my − Ω0mz, (4.15b)

ṁz = Ω0my − Γ(1 +mz). (4.15c)

Only (4.15b) and (4.15c) are coupled, so we can ignore (4.15a) for our purposes, because what we ulti-
mately want is to see how the actual energy states (as functions of mz in the 2-level system) evolve. We
rewrite the equations in the matrix form:

~̇m = M · ~m+ f,

where ~m =

(
mz

my

)
, M =

(
−Γ Ω0

−Ω0 −Γ
2

)
and f =

(
−Γ
0

)
. Then we solve this equation by diagonalizing

M to decouple the variables, solve for each case and transform back to the ~m:

mz(t) = Cze
− 3Γ

4 t cos (βt+ φz)−
Γ′2

Γ′2 + 2
,

my(t) = Cye
− 3Γ

4 t cos (βt+ φy)− 2Γ′

Γ′2 + 2
,

(4.16)

where β = Im

{√
Γ2−16Ω2

0

4

}
, Γ′ = Γ

Ω0
and Cz, Cy, φz, φy are real constants that dictate the initial condi-

tions. Note that these four constants only have 2 degrees of freedom between them, meaning that each of
them is just a function of mz(0) and my(0). Expressing the solution in terms of C’s and φ’s as it is done
above makes it less straight-forward to plug in the right initial conditions, but it is easier to interpret the
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Figure 4.4: Showing the stationary point mz(t → ∞) for different values of the applied frequency d′L.
In every case, the higher the decay Γ′ and more the frequency is non-resonant, the less the driving field
impacts the system and the system goes toward the lowest energy mz = −1. Inversely, the stronger the
applied field Ω0 and the the more the applied field is resonant δ′L → 0, the more we tend to a stationary
point at mz(t → ∞) = 0, which means that we have an equal amounts of the lower and the upper energy
states in the quantum state of the system.

results, which are fundamentally just cosine functions with exponentially decaying amplitudes. In chapter
3 section 4 [3] an alternative calculation of this can be found, which agrees with our results.
Before we interpret the results, it is useful to plot a few of the solutions in the Bloch-vector representation

to gain a bit of intuition. For the sake of redundancy, we solve these equations numerically with an ordinary
differential equation solver from the ”scipy” library in Python and plot the time-evolution curves in Figure
4.3, where the evolution of states with different initial conditions are plotted for the case where the applied
field is resonant dLΩ0

= 0. The four different initial conditions, that were chosen, were

~m(0) =

0
0
1

 ,

0
0
0

 ,

 0
0
−1

 ,

−1
0
0

 .

Regardless of the initial condition, in all cases, the system evolves to a stationary point just as expected.
The sinusoidal oscillation of the curve and the exponential decay of the amplitude are also evident in the
figure.

There are three interesting things to note with the analytical solution: we have obtained the rate at which
the decay of the amplitudes happen, the frequency with which the oscillations occur and the stationary point
that the system evolves to.

• The decay of the oscillation amplitudes happen within the life-time of the order 4
3Γ , which is slightly

slower than the decay rate 1
Γ from the subsection 4.2.1 when there is only damping and no driving

field.

• The oscillation frequency β = Im

{√
Γ2−16Ω2

0

4

}
shows that in the case where we have no decay

Γ = 0, we recover the Rabi frequency β → Ω0 which is well known to be the frequency of the
population transfer between the upper and lower energy states when we have no loss of energy in the
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system. What we see in our case, where we do have decay, the presence of Γ makes the oscillation
of populations frequency less than the Rabi frequency β < Ω0.

• Lastly we have the value for the stationary point, but it is the projection on the z-axismz that interests
us the most. When t → ∞, mz → − Γ′2

Γ′2+2 . It is a bit more interesting, however, to see what
this stationary point becomes also for more general, non-resonant values δL. If we go back to the
equations (4.14) again, do the transformation to ~m variables, but this time we leave the variable δL
in the equations and we set the time derivatives to 0 to directly obtain the stationary points. Solving
for mz we obtain the more general:

mz(t→∞) = − 2δ′2L + Γ′2

2δ′2L + Γ′2 + 2
, (4.17)

where δ′L = δL
Ω0

. We plot this result in Figure 4.4 and we see that when the decay rate Γ is tending to
be bigger than the strength of the driving field Ω0 and the less that driving field is resonant with the
system, the more we tend to a stationary point atmz(t→∞) = −1, which is the lowest energy state
and corresponds to a case where we only have damping. Inversely, as Ω0 tends to be increasingly
bigger than Γ and δL tends to 0 (resonance), the bloch vector tends to ~m(t → ∞) = (0, 0, 0), the
complete mixed state between upper and lower energies.

4.3.3 Maxwell-Bloch equations for 3-level systems

In this subsection, we will follow the logic of the procedure used to derive the Maxwell-Bloch equations
for the 2-level system, to derive them for a 3-level system. We want to study a 3-level system driven on two
transitions, like the one studied in Chapter 3, but with the addition of a coupling to vacuum, to incorporate
decay, like we did in subsection 4.2.2. We can write the full Hamiltonian for the A+R system by adding
the contributions from both descriptions as follows:

H = HA +HR − ~d · [ ~EL(0, t) + ~EL′(0, t) + ~E⊥(0)], (4.18)

where ~EL(0, t) and ~EL′(0, t) are the two different monochromatic classical external electromagnetic fields
acting on the system, with two different frequencies ωL and ωL′ , and ~E⊥(0) is the vacuum field that is an
operator in vacuum reservoirR. ~d is again the dipole moment vector. TheHA−~d·[ ~EL(0, t)+ ~EL′(0, t)] part
of the Hamiltonian (4.18) is defined in section 3.1 as (3.1) and the rest of the HamiltonianHR− ~d · [ ~E⊥(0)]
was discussed in section 4.1 and describes the decay of the system A into vacuum R. We have previously
employed the rotating-wave approximation on the driven 3-level systemA in section 3.1 to obtain (3.3), so
we can rewrite (4.18) as

H = HA +HR − ~d · ~E⊥(0) +
1

2
h̄Ωcb[cosωL′tλ1 + sinωL′tλ2]+

+
1

2
h̄Ωba[cosωLtλ6 + sinωLtλ7].

(4.19)

Just as it was done in subsection 4.3.1 in terms of approximating the equations of motion for the driven
2-level system with decay by adding the equations from the two descriptions together, the same approach
will be used here. The equations for the atom driven by external monochromatic fields and the spontaneous
emission equations (4.2) will be added and written out in the basis of the atom A.
The spontaneous emission equations for the 3-level system, where the Hamiltonian was basically the three
first terms on the r.h.s of (4.19), were already derived in (4.10). The equations that come from the cou-
plings(the rest of the terms on r.h.s of (4.19)) can be derived from the von Neumann equation:

σ̇ =
1

ih̄
[
1

2
h̄Ωcb(cosωL′tλ1 + sinωL′tλ2) +

1

2
h̄Ωba(cosωLtλ6 + sinωLtλ7), σ].
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Writing these out in component form give:

σ̇cc =
iΩcb

2
(σcbe

iωL′ t − σbce−iωL′ t), (4.20a)

σ̇bb =
iΩba

2
(σbae

iωLt − σabe−iωLt)−
iΩcb

2
(σcbe

iωL′ t − σbce−iωL′ t), (4.20b)

σ̇aa =− iΩba
2

(σbae
iωLt − σabe−iωLt), (4.20c)

σ̇cb =
iΩcb

2
(σcc − σbb)e−iωL′ t +

iΩba
2

σcae
iωLt, (4.20d)

σ̇ca =
iΩba

2
σcbe

−iωLt − iΩcb
2
σbae

iωL′ t, (4.20e)

σ̇ba =
iΩba

2
(σbb − σaa)e−iωLt − iΩcb

2
σcae

iωL′ t. (4.20f)

Now we want to simply add the equations (4.20) together with (4.10), but before we state them explicitly,
we will also want to make them time-independent. It can easily be inferred that that can be accomplished
by using a change of variables σ̂cb = σcbe

iωL′ t, σ̂ba = σbae
iωLt and σ̂ca = σcae

i(ωL+ωL′ )t. With that, the
additive result (4.20)+(4.10)(Bloch-Maxwell equations for the 3-level system) becomes:

dσ̂cc
dt

=
iΩcb

2
(σ̂cb − σ̂bc)− (Γc→b + Γc→a)σ̂cc, (4.21a)

dσ̂bb
dt

=
iΩba

2
(σ̂ba − σ̂ab)−

iΩcb
2

(σ̂cb − σ̂bc) + Γc→bσ̂cc − Γb→aσ̂bb, (4.21b)

dσ̂aa
dt

=− iΩba
2

(σ̂ba − σ̂ab) + Γc→aσ̂cc + Γb→aσ̂bb, (4.21c)

dσ̂cb
dt

=
iΩcb

2
(σ̂cc − σ̂bb) +

iΩba
2

σ̂ca + iδcbσ̂cb − Γcbσ̂cb, (4.21d)

dσ̂ca
dt

=
iΩba

2
σ̂cb −

iΩcb
2
σ̂ba + i(δcb + δba)σ̂ca − Γcaσ̂ca, (4.21e)

dσ̂ba
dt

=
iΩba

2
(σ̂bb − σ̂aa)− iΩcb

2
σ̂ca + iδbaσ̂ba − Γbaσ̂ba. (4.21f)

The validity of the additive result for the Bloch-Maxwell equations for the 2-level system was discussed
in subsection 4.3.1. The conditions derived in [4] were: Ω0 � τ−1

c and |ωL − ω0| � τ−1
c . This meant

that the rate at which the fluctuations occur are much greater than the applied Rabi nutation Ω0. In the
case of a 3-level system, a greater care would need to be invested to explicitly derive the equivalent validity
conditions, which fall outside the scope of this thesis. However, the equations (4.21) are identical to
equations (5.20), which were derived using a different approach, namely the Lindblad equation, which
serves as a validation for (4.21).

4.3.4 Assumptions and Simplifications for the Solution of a 3-level System
To make it easier to work with the Bloch-Maxwell equation (4.21), we can assume a few simplfications
and scale the equation.

• The coupling strength of the probe field Ωcb is assumed to be much weaker than Ωba and can be
expressed as a fraction: Ωcb

Ωba
= ε

• The most interesting scenario is where the strong field is resonant δba = 0.

• To simplify the equation even more, we can assume that all of the different decay rates are the same:
Γc→b = Γc→a = Γb→a = Γ.

• δcb
Ωba

= δ′cb. The theory of the Stark effect(Autler-Townes splitting) shows that we get the new
resonance peaks at δ′cb = ± 1

2 .
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• Ωba is connected with the intensity of the energy that is induced into A, whereas Γ is connected to
the rate of the energy decay of A. It is then useful to scale Γ

Ωba
= Γ′, that says something about the

ratio between the added and lost energy in the atom.

• Lastly, looking at the time scale t′ = Ωbat the equations become completely dimensionless.

Scaling the equations (4.21) with the above assumptions, we obtain:

dσ̂cc
dt′

=
iε

2
(σ̂cb − σ̂bc)− 2Γ′σ̂cc, (4.22a)

dσ̂bb
dt′

=
i

2
(σ̂ba − σ̂ab)−

iε

2
(σ̂cb − σ̂bc) + Γ′(σ̂cc − σ̂bb), (4.22b)

dσ̂aa
dt′

=− i

2
(σ̂ba − σ̂ab) + Γ′(σ̂cc + σ̂bb), (4.22c)

dσ̂cb
dt′

=
iε

2
(σ̂cc − σ̂bb) +

i

2
σ̂ca + iδ′cbσ̂cb −

3

2
Γ′σ̂cb, (4.22d)

dσ̂ca
dt′

=
i

2
σ̂cb −

iε

2
σ̂ba + iδ′cbσ̂ca − Γ′σ̂ca, (4.22e)

dσ̂ba
dt′

=
i

2
(σ̂bb − σ̂aa)− iε

2
σ̂ca −

1

2
Γ′σ̂ba. (4.22f)

What remains to characterize the system is essentially the variable ε, describing how strong/weak the
probing field is, and the variable Γ′, denoting the ratio between the decay rate and the Rabi-frequency of
the strong resonant field.
We set out to find the solution of the system numerically first. If we let Γ′ → 0, we would recover the
equations without decay that were already solved in Chapter 3, where the dynamics of it was extensively
discussed. On the other hand, if the Γ′ is very big, it dominates the terms and the behaviour of the system,
leading to purely exponential decays to the lowest energy state. This was already studied in subsection
4.2.2. In this subsection, we will attempt to capture the behaviour of the system in between these two
limiting cases, similarly to the way it was done in subsection 4.3.2 for 2-level systems.

4.3.5 Overview of Dynamics of the 3-level System
We solve the equations (4.22) with a numerical differential equation solver with in Python. To study the
evolution of the system we can start with presenting the evolution of the σ̂cc(t′) component, with different
initial values σ̂cc(t′ = 0). The initial conditions, in this case, are chosen to be σ̂bb(t′ = 0) = 1−σ̂cc(t′ = 0)
and 0 for all the other components. The resuts can be seen in Figures 4.5,4.6 and 4.7. All of the cases are
showing a range of different initial values for σ̂cc(t′ = 0), four different values for Γ′ and the same interval
of time t′. In this subsection, the frequency on the b ↔ a transition will always be chosen to be resonant
δba = 0. In the case of the three plots in question, the probe field for the c ↔ b transition is showing
the resonant δ′cb = 1

2 . The differences between the figures are the ε values chosen: ε = 1 for Figure 4.5,
ε = 0.1 for Figure 4.6 and ε = 0.01 for Figure 4.7.

For each case it can be seen that the increasing value for the decay Γ′ decreases amplitudes of the
evolutions with an increasing degree, as expected. However, if we look at the case ε = 1 in Figure 4.5, we
see that when the decay Γ′ is extremely small, the quasiperiodic behaviour of the system, with no decay,
is recovered. The equation (3.18) in section 3.4 suggested the behaviour to be a sum of three harmonic
functions with different frequencies and it seems like that is what can be observed here.

If epsilon is decreased to ε = 0.1 as it is done in Figure 4.6, we can see that the evolution starts to
increasingly be governed by only one harmonic function with one frequency. That was also discovered in
Chapter 3.4 when an approximate form for the resonance behaviour was derived in the subsection 3.4.2,
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Figure 4.5: Shows a wide range of initial values σ̂cc(t′ = 0) and how they evolve in time for different Γ′

values. ε = 1 means that the both driving fields are of the same strength.

Figure 4.6: Shows a wide range of initial values σ̂cc(t′ = 0) and how they evolve in time for different Γ′

values. ε = 0.1 means that the probe field is moderately smaller than the resonant field for the b → a
transition.
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Figure 4.7: Shows a wide range of initial values σ̂cc(t′ = 0) and how they evolve in time for different Γ′

values. ε = 0.01 means that the probe field is much smaller than the resonant field for the b→ a transition.

see Figure 3.5 for comparison.
Finally, setting the probe field to be much smaller ε = 0.01 in Figure 4.7, the harmonic behaviour starts to
become lost all together and only exponential decay effects are seen.
One important thing to note so far is that because there now is decay in the system A, the equations have
stationary points as t′ → ∞, a tendency that can be inferred from the figures so far. Even though some
of the subplots do not decay to a stationary point within the time frame chosen, they eventually always
do devolve to a point, we will investigate this more later in this subsection. Before we look at stationary
points in a more general manner, we can focus on the evolution of the system with one initial condition and
plot it as an 8-vector in the m3,m8 Cartan subspace, so that we can relate it to results from Chapter 3 . In
Figure 4.6, the subplot showing the evolutions of different initial values for the very small Γ′ = 1e− 6, the
blue curve starting at σ̂cc(t′ = 0) = 0, shows the familiar profile that was extensively studied in section
3.4. We choose to re-plot the evolution for this case as an 8-vector for different time snapshots in Figure
4.8. Comparing Figure 4.8 to the Figure 3.1, which showed the evolution without decay, we see that to
begin with the behaviours coincide, but as opposed to the non-decay case, the system in this case eventually
reaches the stationary point, showed as a red point in the subplots, after a long time of the order 1

Γ′ .

To get a better overview of what happens with σ̂cc(t′) when σ̂cc(t′ = 0) = 0, the evolution of the
system is plotted for different values of Γ′ in Figure 4.9. Both axes are scaled logarithmically to gain
better insights. The red points are plotted at around t′ ≈ 8

Γ′ , showing that the system does indeed decay
completely after an order of time 1

Γ′ . The blue curve for the smallest Γ′ is the one also shown in Figure 4.8.
The findings suggest that the value of the stationary point does, as would be intuitively expected, depend
on Γ′.

4.3.6 The Stationary Points of a 3-level System

It now remains to study the stationary points more quantitatively. To do so we set the time derivatives in
equations (4.22) to 0 and solve the equations with a symbolic Python package ”Sympy” with respect to the
density matrix components to obtain expressions for the stationary points σ̂s(ε,Γ′, δ′cb) = σ̂(t′ → ∞). In
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Figure 4.8: Showing the evolution of σ̂ in the Cartan m3,m8 subspace.Γ′ = 1e − 6,ε = 0.1. The figure
shows different snapshots of time intervals t′ ∈ t′0 + [0, 500] for four different t′0 that demonstrate the
decaying process. The red dot shows the stationary point the system decays into.

Figure 4.9: Showing the evolution of σ̂cc(t′) for σ̂cc(t′ = 0) = 0,σ̂bb(t′ = 0) = 1 and a range of different
values of Γ′ in a logarithmic scale for both axes. The red dots show an approximate point for when the
system becomes stationary.
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Figure 4.10: Plotting σ̂scc against σ̂s approxcc for two different Γ′ values to compare the approximate form to
the exact one. The approximation at the peaks is of the orderO

(
ε4

Γ′2

)
, which means that it is only good for

reasonably big values of Γ′ compared to ε.

particular, we are interested in the σ̂scc component that will be presented here:

σ̂scc =
ε2
(
18Γ′2 + 8δ′2cb + 9ε2 + 3

)
Υ

, (4.23)

where

Υ = 72Γ′6 + 104Γ′4δ′2cb + 96Γ′4ε2 + 168Γ′4 + 32Γ′2δ′4cb + 56Γ′2δ′2cbε
2 + 192Γ′2δ′2cb + 42Γ′2ε4+

+106Γ′2ε2 + 50Γ′2 + 64δ′4cb + 8δ′2cbε
4 + 80δ′2cbε

2 − 32δ′2cb + 6ε6 + 11ε4 + 15ε2 + 4.

The expression is rather long and cumbersome. It is possible to clean it up somewhat by Taylor-
expansion to obtain an approximate form:

σ̂s approxcc ≈
ε2
(
18Γ′2 + 8δ′2cb + 3

)
2 (Γ′2 + 2) (36Γ′4 + 52Γ′2δ′2cb + 12Γ′2 + 16δ′4cb − 8δ′2cb + 1)

+ Õ,

where

Õ =

{
O
(
ε4
)
, if δ′cb 6= ± 1

2

O
(
ε4

Γ2

)
, if δ′cb ≈ ± 1

2

It can be seen from the expression for σ̂s approxcc that the approximation is actually fairly good except
around the resonance peaks δ′cb ≈ ± 1

2 . The deviations from the correct peak values are demonstrated in
Figure 4.10, where one can see that the higher Γ′ value, compared to ε, gives more accurate results. In
general, if the Γ′ value is fairly big compared to ε, this is a useful approximation also around the peaks.
We proceed, however, by using the exact expression σ̂cc to further investigate the stationary points. We
plot a whole array of stationary points as a function of δ′cb, three different ε values and a range of Γ′ values
in Figure 4.11. The different ε curves are colour-coded, while the different Γ′ values are in a downwards
decreasing order within each group of ε, the lowest Γ′ corresponding to the top curve. The colored dots
show the maximal points for each curve.
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Figure 4.11: Showing σ̂scc as a function of δ′cb for three different values of ε and a range of ten equally
spaced values of Γ′ in the interval [0, 1]. The points are showing the maximum points for each curve. The
curves belonging to different ε are colour-coded accordingly. For each batch of colour-coded curves, the
curves differ by the value Γ′, starting at the top curve with the lowest Γ′ value and going down sequentially
for incrementally increasing Γ′. To note: There exist a Γ′ value Γ′2↔1 ≈ 0.54 for which the two tops merge
into one; For Γ′ → 0, the two resonance peaks are of the constant top value ≈ 1

7 for any(small enough)
value of ε.

Concerning the Figure 4.11, as expected, for the increasingly weaker probe field, decreasing values of
ε, the stationary points will mostly tend towards lower σ̂scc values. The same goes with the increasing Γ′,
which means more decay and the curves decrease in amplitude. The more interesting observations are to
be made about the stationary point peaks, which are shown as coloured points in the Figure in question:

• In general, when Γ′ and ε limit to 0, we get, as we already know, two resonance peaks at δ′cb = ± 1
2 .

However, it can be seen in Figure 4.11 that as the Γ′ value increases, both peaks tend towards the
δ′cb = 0 point and eventually do merge into one peak at the zero point. From then on, the Stark
Splitting effect is lost and we are left with the single resonance peak at the value of the applied
frequency that corresponds to the frequency of the c → b transition. That would also be expected,
when there was no applied field on b→ a transition to modify the dynamics of the c→ b transition.
One more detail to note is that even without the decay Γ′ the resonance peaks are still a function of
ε, but they vary very little from ± 1

2 so we usually neglect that effect.
The next natural step to take is to find the value of Γ′, at which the transition from two peaks to
one single peak occurs. We proceed by finding the extremal points of σ̂cc, and solving the resultant
function with respect to two-to-one peak transition. The result is Γ′1↔2 = 2

√
6

9 −
817
√

6ε2

4464 +O
(
ε4
)
≈

2
√

6
9 ≈ 0.54. This means that as long as the actual decay rate Γ is roughly less than half of the Rabi

frequency Ωba, the Stark splitting effect would occur.

• The other interesting observation is that when Γ′ is tending to 0, it can be seen that the actual peaks
at δcb = ± 1

2 are at the same high value for all three ε. Indeed, if we take the limit:

lim
Γ′→0

σ̂scc(Γ
′, ε, δcb = ±1

2
) =

9ε2 + 5

6ε4 + 13ε2 + 35
≈ 1

7
+

10ε2

49
+O

(
ε4
)
, (4.24)

it can be seen that in general, for the extremely small Γ′ and sufficiently small values of ε, the
resonance peaks will be at a constant σ̂scc ≈ 1

7 .
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Figure 4.12: Showing the stationary points, parameterized by δ′cb plotted in the 8-vector space, the m3,m8

subspace. Different curves are for different Γ′ values, decending along the y-axis for increasing Γ′. The
blue border line on the left is where σ̂cc = 0. The lower graph is the zoomed in rectangle on the upper
graph. The red dots show the points on the curves where δ′cb = 0, the blue dots show the points where the
two Autler-Townes splitted peaks are and the curves tend towards the blue border line when δ′cb → ±∞.
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To get a perspective on how the stationary points distribute themselves in the 8-vector space, we re-express
the expressions for σ̂s into the m3,m8 subspace of the 8-vector space using expressions (1.20) and present
the results in Figure 4.12. In the figure, only one ε = 0.1 was picked, but a wide range of Γ values. Each
of the curves is a result of a different Γ′ value. The curves themselves are parameterized by δ′cb. The
curves are symmetric with respect to δ′cb, meaning that it equals itself for δ′cb = ±a for all a ∈ R. The
points of a curve that are close to or on the blue border line, belong to |δ′cb| � 1. The red points show
δ′cb = 0 positions, and the blue points show the position of the two peaks due to Autler-Townes splitting.
The effects and traits already described in Figure 4.11 can also be seen in Figure 4.12. We see the extremal
points, represented by blue and red dots, eventually merge together for Γ′ ≈ 0.54.
The blue border line, that we are concerned with in this case, is the one where σ̂cc = 0. That means that the
dynamics along the border line is a 2-level system and could be described by a 2-level Bloch-sphere, where
the blue border line would correspond to the z-axis in that sphere. In Figure 4.12 it can be seen that for
Γ′ → 0 the projection of the curve onto the blue border line has stationed itself around the middle of that
border and as the Γ′ increases, the curve shifts downwards towards the lowest energy state. This dynamical
trait was also found for the 2-level system along it’s z-axis on the Bloch-sphere in subsection 4.3.2 and can
be seen more explicitly in Figure 4.4. The exact behaviour from that subsection can, in fact, be recovered
if we let the c↔ b transition be completely non-resonant by taking the limit:

lim
δ′cb→∞

σ̂scc = 0,

lim
δ′cb→∞

σ̂sbb =
1

Γ′2 + 2
.

At the limit, a vanishing σ̂scc implies that the dynamics is now projected onto the blue border line, allowing
us to describe it with a 2-level Bloch-sphere description. σ̂sbb can therefore be transformed tomz using (1.4)
and mz = − Γ′2

Γ′2+2 is obtained. That is exactly the same result as the one obtained for the stationary point
along the z-axis of the bloch sphere of a 2-level system in subsection 4.3.2. In general, for any arbitrary
value of δ′cb, as long as ε is small, the projection of the curve onto the blue border line will not deviate
much from the latter non-resonant (δ′cb → ∞) case, meaning that it can be referenced to for a qualitative
description of the system.



Chapter 5

Emitted Light

Motivation

When S. H. Autler and C. H. Townes, in [1], and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, in [5], talk about Autler-Townes
splitting, they talk about absorption lines that split. They describe the absorption lines by referring to the
excitation probability from one of the split states up to some other arbitrary state. The question arises,
however, whether the Autler-Townes splitting can also be detected in the light emitted from the atom. One
could guess that it does but it is not obvious. In this chapter, we calculate the intensity for the emitted light
from 2- and 3-level atoms and show, in particular, that the Autler-Townes splitting will be observed in the
emitted light in the form of the emitted intensity being a function of the frequency of the probe field.
The problem will be approached in two distinct ways and then related and discussed in section 5.3.
The ”standard” approach taken in section 5.1 will consist in relating the photo-detection signal to a cor-
relation function of the light emitted by the studied atom. Multi-time averages (correlation functions) are
usually calculated and related to results in quantum optics experiments using the ”Quantum Regression
Theorem”(QRT). In our case, however, we will only investigate the emitted intensity of the electromag-
netic wave from the atom, which relates to only a one-time average which let’s us calculate the quantity
directly and circumvent the use of the QRT.
In section 5.2 the approach suggested by Joakim Bergli [2] will be presented. This is a new contribution,
not taken from any other resource. The Lindblad equation will be used, which describes the same dy-
namics as Maxwell-Bloch equations, but can be expressed as an operator equation. The advantage of it is
that the rate of change of the energy(intensity) will provide terms that will be identifiable and physically
interpretable as either emission or absorption terms. The general result derived with this approach will also
not have suffered any approximations, unlike in the ”standard” approach.

5.1 Standard Approach

5.1.1 Expression for the Intensity of the Emitted Light
In this subsection, the derivation for the average intensity of the emitted light by an atom will be reviewed.
The review will follow closely Chapter AII in [4] and text in quotation marks is to be assumed cited from
[4] if not specified otherwise. The main points will be:

• To study the case where the emitted light is detected by a broadband photodetector.

• Show that the average emitted intensity is related to the correlation function of the incident electric
field on the detector.

Broadband Photodetector

A typical broadband photodetector is based on the photoelectric effect. An atom(inside the detector) is
in a ground state |a〉 and an incident electrical field, which we want to measure, excites the atom from

67
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the state |a〉 to the ionization continuum, which begins at the ionization energy EI . The incident field
has all of it’s frequencies higher than EI

h̄ , to make sure only the ionization continuum is excited. In other
words, the electron, initially in orbit |a〉, is photoionized and turns into a photoelectron. By detecting the
photoelectron produced after ∆t, one measures the probability that the atom has been photoionized at that
time. ”The width of the spectral response of such a detector is measured by the width of the distribution of
levels to wich the ground state is efficiently coupled by the interaction Hamiltonian. The detector is called
broadband if this width is large compared with the spectral width of the incoming radiation.”. This would
imply that within the frequency range of the incoming radiation, the spectral response varies negligibly.
This will lead to the detected energy distribution of the photo-electron to be proportional to the frequency
distribution of the incoming radiation.

Excitation Probability

As mentioned, it is the excitation probability after a time ∆t that will be measured. This probability will
be later related to the measured intensity. The Hamiltonian of the field and the atom to be excited by the
incoming radiation that we want to study is:

H = HA +HR + V.

The center of mass will be assumed to be fixed at 0 and the radiation will be described by HR =∑
i h̄ωi(a

†
iai+

1
2 ). V is the interaction Hamiltonian which we express in the electric dipole view. What we

want to study is the emitted intensity, so for that purpose it will be enough to assume the dipole moment ~d
of the detector atom and the incoming electric field ~E⊥(0) at the position of the atom to be parallel, so that
we can ignore the vector characters of these objects:

V = −dE(0).

Note that we omit the perpendicular sign from now on. Transforming everything into the interaction picture
d̃(t), Ẽ(0, t), we obtain the propagation operator Ũ(∆t) = 1+ 1

ih̄

∫∆t

0
dtṼ (t)+O

(
V 2
)
, where we choose

to observe the evolution only to the first order of V .
Starting in the ground state |a〉 and the initial state of the incoming electric field |φR〉 the initial state of the
total system at time 0 is |a, φR〉. Then the probability for the atom to get excited to some arbitrary energy
|c〉 and the electric field to evolve into some mode |µ〉 after time ∆t is :

∣∣∣〈c, µ| Ũ(∆t, 0) |a, φR〉
∣∣∣2 =

1

h̄2

∫ ∆t

0

dt′
∫ ∆t

0

dt′′ 〈φR| Ẽ(0, t′) |µ〉 〈µ| Ẽ(0, t′′) |φR〉×

× 〈a| d̃(t′) |c〉 〈c| d̃(t′′) |a〉 .
(5.1)

The final state of the radiation field is not observed, but the excitation probability can be obtained by
summing over the probabilities for the ground state to be excited to all possible |c〉s and |µ〉s:

Pexc(∆t) =
∑
µ,c

∣∣∣〈c, µ| Ũ(∆t, 0) |a, φR〉
∣∣∣2. (5.2)

We use two closure relations and the result is

Pexc(∆t) =
1

h̄2

∫ ∆t

0

dt′
∫ ∆t

0

dt′′G∗A(t′, t′′)GR(t′, t′′), (5.3)

where

G∗A(t′, t′′) = 〈a| d̃(t′)d̃(t′′) |a〉 , (5.4a)

GR(t′, t′′) = 〈φR| Ẽ(0, t′)Ẽ(0, t′′) |φR〉 (5.4b)

are the correlation functions for the respective quantities. The discussion of the details of these expressions
can be found in [4], while the most important points will be summarized in the following:
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• GR(t′, t′′) is the correlation function for the incoming electric field. It is in dipole approximation
and is a sum of lowering and raising operators of the electric field: Ẽ(0, t) = Ẽ+(0, t) + Ẽ−(0, t),
where Ẽ+(0, t) = (Ẽ−(0, t))† = i

∑
j f(i)aje

−iωjt. f(i) is a real function, aj is a lowering
operator. In those terms GR(t′, t′′) =

∑
(i,j)={+,−} 〈φR| Ẽi(0, t′)Ẽj(0, t′′) |φR〉 is a sum over

permutations of + and −. When the field is in a stationary state, the contributions from (−,−) and
(+,+) are 0 and (+,−) eventually is involved with stimulated and spontaneous emission processes.
This leaves us with GR(t′, t′′) = GNR (t′ − t′′) = 〈φR| Ẽ−(0, t′)Ẽ+(0, t′′) |φR〉, where N denotes
the operators to be arranged in the normal order, which characterises the fields ability to induce
absorption processes. Note that it is now dependent on the difference t′ − t′′. GNR (t′ − t′′) can
be rewritten as GNR (t′ − t′′) =

∫∞
−∞ ζNR (ω)eiω(t′−t′′)dω, where ζNR (ω) is the Fourier transform of

GNR (t′ − t′′) and is the spectral density of the field, the frequency distribution of the average energy
of the field.

• G∗A(t′, t′′) is the correlation function of the dipole moment of the atom in the detector. It can also be
re-expressed to be dependent on t′−t′′ and Fourier transformed: G∗A(t′−t′′) =

∫∞
−∞ ζA(ω)e−ω(t′−t′′)dω,

where ζA(ω) is the spectral response , or sensitivity, of the atom.

These assumptions allows us to simplify the expression (5.3) to :

Pexc(∆t) ≈
1

h̄2

∫ ∆t

0

dt′
∫ ∆t

0

dt′′G∗A(t′ − t′′)GNR (t′ − t′′). (5.5)

At this point we can proceed with what was to be achieved in subsection 5.1.1. The atom in the broadband
photo-detector will have a spectral response ζA(ω) of width ∆ωA and the incoming wave will have a
frequency distribution in the average energy ζNR (ω) of width ∆ωR. For the detection to work properly we
need:

• Regarding the average energy distribution ζNR (ω), we want it’s average frequency ω̄ to be high
enough and it’s spectral width ∆ωR to be low enough so that only the photo-ionized energy con-
tinuum above the ionization frequency EI

h̄ will be resonant and excited. This way all of the incoming
energy from the electric field goes into exciting the photoelectron.

• Regarding the spectral response ζA(ω), we want it’s width to be much higher than the spectral width
of the incoming wave ∆ωA � ∆ωR, so that in the range of the incoming wave frequencies, the
spectral response is approximately constant. This way, as already mentioned, the actual frequency
distribution of the photoelectron, that will be detected, will be proportional to the frequency distri-
bution of the incoming electric field.

The condition ∆ωA � ∆ωR implies that the temporal width of G∗A(t′ − t′′), which is of the order 1
∆ωA

around t′ − t′′ = 0 is much smaller that the temporal width of GNR (t′ − t′′), which is on the order of 1
∆ωR

.
GNR (t′−t′′) can thus be approximated to not vary: GNR (t′−t′′) = GNR (0) = 〈φR| Ẽ−(0, t′)Ẽ+(0, t′) |φR〉 =
〈φR| Ẽ−(0)Ẽ+(0) |φR〉. Where the last equality implies that since the field is in a stationary state, the one-
time average 〈φR| Ẽ−(0, t′)Ẽ+(0, t′) |φR〉 does not depend on time. This allows us to take GNR (0) out of
the integral of (5.5) and

Pexc(∆t) =
∆t

h̄2 〈φR| Ẽ
−(0)Ẽ+(0) |φR〉 ξ (5.6)

is obtained, where ξ is the rest of the integral. The detailed calculation of this can be looked up in the
reference, but the important point is that now an excitation rate can be defined as

wexc =
Pexc
∆t

= s 〈φR| Ẽ−(0)Ẽ+(0) |φR〉 ,

where s is a proportionality constant, the value of which we do not need to concern ourselves with for our
purposes, but it is related to the sensitivity of the photo-detector at the average frequency ω̄ of the incoming
radiation. To find the connection to the intensity, we observe that 〈φR| Ẽ−(0)Ẽ+(0) |φR〉 = GNR (t′−t′′ =
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0) =
∫∞
−∞ ζNR (ω)eiω(t′−t′′)dω =

∫∞
−∞ ζNR (ω)dω, where ζNR (ω) is the average energy distribution of the

incoming field in the frequency picture. The latter integral will thus give the total intensity of the field at 0:

〈I〉 = 〈φR| Ẽ−(0)Ẽ+(0) |φR〉 =

∫ ∞
−∞

ζNR (ω)dω. (5.7)

The perturbative expansion in V will induce the condition of validity wexc∆t � 1. However, without
going into detail, (5.7) can be generalized for incoming fields that are not in stationary states. It means that
the one-time average will in general depend on time and if we now re-focus the spatial reference where 0
is the emitting atom that we study and the detector atom is at ~rD, (5.7) can be restated as

〈I(t)〉 = 〈E(−)(~rD, t)E
(+)(~rD, t)〉, (5.8)

which is the total instantaneous intensity of the electric field emitted by the studied atom, which arrives at
the detector atom at time t.

Average values for Operators

To find an expectation value for an observable A, we use the formula:

〈A〉 = Tr{σA},

where σ is the density matrix for the system. To simplify some calculations, we work out the following
relation:

Tr{σ |n〉 〈m|} = Tr

∑
ij

σij |i〉 〈j|n〉 〈m|

 = Tr

∑
ij

σijδjn |i〉 〈m|

 =

=
∑
ij

σijδjnδim = σmn (5.9)

5.1.2 Emitted Light for the 2-level case
In this subsection, the expression for the instantaneous intensity will be applied to the 2-level case.
It is argued in chapter V.D.1 [4] that when the atom at position 0 radiates a field, the incoming field at the
position ~rD of the detector at time t will be proportional to the the dipole moment of the atom that emitted
that radiation at time t− rD

c . In other words:

E(~rD, t) = ηd(t− rD
c

),

E±(~rD, t) = ηe∓iωL(t− rDc )S∓(t− rD
c

).

We ignored here the vector nature of the operators to simplify. Inserting the latter form of electrical field
operators into (5.8), where S+ = S†− = |b〉 〈a|, we obtain:

〈I(t)〉 = η2〈S+(t− rD
c

)S−(t− rD
c

)〉 = η2σbb(t−
rD
c

),

where relation S+S− = |b〉 〈b| and (5.9) was used. It can be seen that the total average intensity detected
by the broadband photodector follows the evolution of atomic population σbb. In the subsection 4.3.2 the
stationary point for δL 6= 0 was found, we re-express (4.17) as a density matrix component :

σ̂sbb =
1

4δ′2L + Γ′2 + 2
.

If we are thus interested in the average light intensity emitted by the atom in the stationary state 〈I(t)〉s =
η2σsbb, the profiles for this intensity will be proportional to the population σsbb, the profiles of which were
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already discussed and plotted in Figure 4.4. The figure and the expression σ̂sbb shows the light intensity
peaking at δ′L = 0, which suggest optical resonance, and tends toward higher values for Γ′ = Γ

Ω → 0,
which suggests intuitively that the stronger the applied field is compared to the decay coefficient, the
bigger the intensity. In general, decreasing Γ′2 and δ′L will tend to saturate the populations. Saturation in
the 2-level case means that σaa → σbb → 1

2 . In such a case, it makes sense to introduce a variable that
incorporates the contributions from both Γ′ and δ′L towards saturating the populations. In V.C.1 [4] such a
saturation variable is proposed and defined as:

s =
1

2

1

δ′2 + Γ′2

4

.

Expressed as function of the saturation variable, the population/intensity variable becomes:

〈I(t)〉s ∝ σsbb =
1

2

s

1 + s
. (5.10)

We can see that as s→∞, the population gets saturated and the intensity reaches it’s maximum value
and as the Γ′ decreases and the driving frequency is very out of phase, |δ′L| → ∞, s → 0 and the excited
population/emitted-intensity tends to 0.

5.1.3 Emitted Light for the 3-level case
Building on the arguments used to derive the emitted light intensity for the 2-level system, we will derive,
in this subsection, the equivalent expression for the 3-level system. We expressed the dipole moment vector
for a 3-level system in (3.2), which we recap here.

~d = ~dba(|b〉 〈a|+ |a〉 〈b|) + ~dcb(|c〉 〈b|+ |b〉 〈c|) + ~dca(|c〉 〈a|+ |a〉 〈c|). (5.11)

Introducing new operators:

S
(1)
+ = (S

(1)
− )† = e−iωLt |b〉 〈a| ,

S
(2)
+ = (S

(2)
− )† = e−iωL′ t |c〉 〈b| ,

S
(3)
+ = (S

(3)
− )† = e−i(ωL′+ωL)t |c〉 〈a| .

As before, the incoming electric field on the detector should be proportional to the dipole moment of the
emitting atom. We ignore the vector nature of the objects by introducing arbitrary proportionality constants
κba,κcb and κca and the retarded time t′ = t− rD

c :

E(~rD, t
′) = ηd(t′) =

= κba(|b〉 〈a|+ |a〉 〈b|) + κcb(|c〉 〈b|+ |b〉 〈c|) + κca(|c〉 〈a|+ |a〉 〈c|)

= κba(S
(1)
+ eiωLt

′
+ S

(1)
− e−iωLt

′
) + κcb(S

(2)
+ eiωL′ t

′
+ S

(2)
− e−iωL′ t

′
)+

+κca(S
(3)
+ ei(ωL′+ωL)t′ + S

(3)
− e−i(ωL′+ωL)t′).

E has positive and negative frequency components E(+) and E(−), they need to be matched with the
respective positive and negative frequency components of the dipole moment in the last expression:

E(~rD, t)
(±) = κbaS

(1)
∓ e∓iωLt

′
+ κcbS

(2)
∓ e∓iωL′ t

′
+ κcaS

(3)
∓ e∓i(ωL′+ωL)t′ .

Inserting the results into the expression for total intensity (5.8) :

〈I(t)〉 = κ2
ba〈S

(1)
+ S

(1)
− 〉+ κ2

cb〈S
(2)
+ S

(2)
− 〉+ κ2

ca〈S
(3)
+ S

(3)
− 〉+

+κbaκca(〈|c〉 〈b|〉+ 〈|b〉 〈c|〉),

〈I(t)〉 = κ2
baσbb + κ2

cbσcc + κ2
caσcc+
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+κbaκca(σbc + σcb).

With σ̂cb = σcbe
iωL′ t, σ̂bb = σbb and σ̂cc = σcc:

〈I(t)〉 =κ2
baσ̂bb(t

′) + (κ2
cb + κ2

ca)σ̂cc(t
′)+

+κbaκca(σ̂bc(t
′)eiωL′ t

′
+ σ̂cb(t

′)e−iωL′ t
′
).

(5.12)

Before we interpret the result (5.12) in subsection 5.3, we will first look at a different approach taken to
derive this result.

5.2 Alternative Approach

In this section we will present a derivation suggested by Joakim Bergli [2]. The advantage here is that
we circumvent the need for coorelation functions used in section 5.1, which were subjected to multiple
approximations. By simply using the Lindblad equation, which is in operator form as opposed to com-
ponent form, and finding a time derivative of the average energy value, the terms describing the rates of
absorptions and emissions can be identified in a straightforward way.

5.2.1 Energy absorption of a two-level system

The goal in this subsection is to find the value for the absorbed energy for a two-level system that is
decaying, while in a stationary state. In the stationary state, the absorbed energy will equal the emitted
energy. In section 4.3.1 the Maxwell-Bloch equations for the two-level system were derived and solved
for the resonant case ωL = ω0, but not only for the stationary states. Here a different approach will be
taken: the Lindblad equation will be used instead of Maxwell-Bloch(the equations are equivalent) and the
equation will be solved only for stationary states, but for any value of ωL. We use the Hamiltonian H for
the semi-classical system (2.3), but only restate here it’s form in the interaction picture H ′ (2.5), but with
scaled h̄ = 1:

H ′ =
δL
2
σz +

Ω0

2
σx,

where δL = ω0 − ωL and Ω0 is the Rabi frequency. This was obtained with the unitary transformation
T = e

i
2ωLσzt. The density matrix in the rotating frame is ρ′ . With the jump operator α = |0〉 〈1|, the

Lindblad equation is

ρ̇′ = i[ρ′, H ′]− Γ

2

(
α†αρ′ + ρ′α†α− 2αρ′α†

)
, (5.13)

where Γ is the decay parameter. The stationary state is found by setting ρ̇′ = 0 giving

i[ρ′, H ′] =
Γ

2

(
α†αρ′ + ρ′α†α− 2αρ′α†

)
We parametrize the density matrix using the Bloch vector (1.3), so that ρ′ = (1 + ~m · ~σ), and inserting this
into Eq (5.13) we get

Γ (mz + 1) = Ω0my

Γ

2
mx = −δLmy

Γ

2
my + Ω0mz = δLmx

(5.14)
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with solution

mx = − 4δ′L
Γ′2 + 2 + 4δ′2L

,

my =
2Γ′

Γ′2 + 2 + 4δ′2L
,

mz = − Γ′2 + 4δ′2L
Γ′2 + 2 + 4δ′2L

,

where δ′L = δL
Ω0

and Γ′ = Γ
Ω0

.
To find the power absorbed from the driving field we consider the average energy of the system

E = Tr ρH.

The time derivative of this is

Ė = Tr ρ̇H + Tr ρḢ,

and using the Lindblad equation we get

Ė = iTr([ρ,H]H)− Γ

2
Tr
(
α†αρH + ρα†αH − 2αρα†H

)
+ Tr ρḢ.

The first term is always zero:

Tr([ρ,H]H) = Tr
(
ρH2 −HρH

)
= 0.

Therefore there are only two terms that contribute to the energy change

Ė = −Γ

2
Tr
(
α†αρH + ρα†αH − 2αρα†H

)
+ Tr ρḢ. (5.15)

The first term is proportional to Γ and gives the energy loss due to emitted photons. The second term
involves the time dependence of the Hamiltonian, Ḣ and gives the energy gain due to the driving field. In
the stationary state both terms should be equal. We want to express the last term in the rotating frame, and
use

H = T †H ′T − iT †Ṫ .

We know that both the last term and H ′ are time-independent, and therefore we get

Ḣ = Ṫ †H ′T + T †H ′Ṫ =
i

2
ωLT

†[H ′, σz]T =
1

2
ωLΩ0T

†σyT

Then we get

Ė = Tr ρḢ =
1

2
ωLΩ0 Tr(ρ′σy) =

1

2
ωLΩ0my. (5.16)

Inserting the result for my in the stationary state we get the absorbed energy

Ė+ = ωLΩ0
Γ′

Γ′2 + 2 + 4δ′2L

Calculating the emitted energy Ė− that comes from the first term in Eq. (5.15) one gets the same result.
According to the result presented in subsection 5.1.2 the intensity of emitted light should be proportional
to σbb (5.10). From (1.4) we have mz = 2σbb− 1 and from (5.14) we have my = Γ′(mz + 1). Using these
we can rewrite

Ė+ =
1

2
ωLΩ0my =

1

2
ωLΩ0Γ′(mz + 1) = ωLΓσsbb (5.17)
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The advantage with this approach is that not only do we obtain the fact that the emission of energy is
proportional to σbb, but we obtain the explicit rate of the actual energy decay ωLΓ.
An additional thing to notice is that σsbb is dependent on ωL, which is also a pre-factor in (5.17), meaning
that technically it is not a proportionality constant. That is not surprising, given that the result in subsection
5.1.2 was based on certain approximations, for example concerning proportionality of the emitted electric
field being proportional to the dipole moment, while the result in this subsection did not assume any ap-
proximations and thus contends to be more accurate. However, if we rewrite ωL = ω0− δL = ω0− δ′LΩ0,
note the order of magnitude |ωL| ≤ |ω0|+ |δ′L||Ω0| ≈ |ω0|+ |Ω0|, becauseO(|δ′L|) ≈ 1, and knowing that
we operate with Rabi frequency smaller than the transition frequency Ω0 < ω0, we can assert a stronger
condition Ω0 � ω0 and approximate ωL ≈ ω0. In summary, the condition of the Rabi frequency being
much smaller than the transition b↔ a frequency, the emission intensity (5.17) becomes

Ė+ ≈ ω0Γσsbb,

where the prefactor is no longer dependent on the varying ωL.

5.2.2 Energy absorption of a three-level system
To find the energy emitted/absorbed, which must be equal in the stationary state, the same methodology
will be employed as for the two-level system in the last subsection.

We use the semiclassical approach and employ the derived (section 3.1) Hamiltonian H (3.3) and scale
h̄ = 1:

H = n3λ3 + n8λ8 +
1

2
Ωcb [cosωL′tλ1 + sinωL′tλ2] +

1

2
Ωba [cosωLtλ6 + sinωLtλ7]

where

n3 =
1

2
ωCB n8 =

1√
3

(ωBA +
1

2
ωCB).

We transform to a rotating frame by the transformation (3.11)

T = eiGt

where G = n′3λ3 + n′8λ8 (3.10) and

n′3 =
1

2
ωL′ n′8 =

1√
3

(ωL +
1

2
ωL′).

The density matrix in the rotating frame is ρ′ = TρT † and the Hamiltonian is (3.13)

H ′ = THT † + iṪ T † =
1

2
δcbλ3 +

1√
3

(δba +
1

2
δcb)λ8 +

1

2
Ωcbλ1 +

1

2
Ωbaλ6

with δba = ωBA − ωL and δcb = ωCB − ωL′ . With the jump operators

α = |a〉 〈c| ,
β = |b〉 〈c| ,
γ = |a〉 〈b| ,

(5.18)

the Lindblad equation in the rotating frame is

ρ̇′ = i[ρ′, H ′]− Γα
2

(
α†αρ′ + ρ′α†α− 2αρ′α†

)
− Γβ

2

(
β†βρ′ + ρ′β†β − 2βρ′β†

)
−

− Γγ
2

(
γ†γρ′ + ρ′γ†γ − 2γρ′γ†

) (5.19)

with three independent relaxation rates Γα, Γβ and Γγ . Eq. (5.15) still applies, but with the first term
replaced by three, one for each jump operator. To calculate the absorbed power we use
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Ė+ = Tr
(
ρḢ
)

We have

Ḣ = iT †[H ′, G]T = T †BT

and get
Ė+ = Tr(ρ′B).

We find that we can expand B = biλi where the nonzero components are

b2 = −ΩcbωL′ b7 = −ΩbaωL

Using

ρ′ =
1

3
(1 +

√
3miλi)

we get

Ė+ = −
√

3ΩcbωL′m2 −
√

3ΩbaωLm7 = Ėbc+ + Ėab+

Where the first term is energy absorbed from the probe laser and the second from the driving laser. Ex-
pressed in terms of the density matrix elements we have

Ėbc+ =
i

2
ΩcbωL′(σcb − σbc)

Ėab+ =
i

2
ΩbaωL(σba − σab)

The Lindblad equation (5.19) written out in component form is

σ̇cc = − i
2

Ωcb(σbc − σcb)− σcc(Γα + Γβ) (5.20a)

σ̇bb = − i
2

(Ωba(σab − σba) + Ωcb(−σbc + σcb)) + σccΓβ − σbbΓγ (5.20b)

σ̇aa =
i

2
Ωba(σab − σba) + σccΓα + σbbΓγ (5.20c)

σ̇cb =
i

2
(Ωbaσca − 2δcbσcb + Ωcb(−σbb + σcc))− σcb(Γα + Γβ + Γγ) (5.20d)

σ̇ca = − i
2

(Ωcbσba + 2δbaσca + 2δcbσca − Ωbaσcb)− σca(Γα + Γβ) (5.20e)

σ̇ba = − i
2

(2δbaσba + Ωba(σaa − σbb) + Ωcbσca)− σbaΓγ (5.20f)

Note that these equations are the same as the Maxwell-Bloch equations (4.21). Using this, we get in
the stationary state

Ėbc+ = (Γα + Γβ)ωL′σ
s
cc

Ėab+ = ΓαωLσ
s
cc + ΓβωLσ

s
bb

The emitted power can be decomposed in three terms, one for each possible transition. For the c → a
transition we have

Eα− = −Γα
2

Tr
[(
α†αρ+ ρα†α− 2αρα†

)
H
]

We use
H = T †H ′T − iT †Ṫ = T †(H ′ +G)T
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and the relations T †α†αT = α†α, T †αT = ei(ωL+ωL′ )tα and T †α†T = e−i(ωL+ωL′ )tα† to get

Eα− = −Γα
2

Tr
[(
α†αρ′ + ρ′α†α− 2αρ′α†

)
H ′
]
−Γα

2
Tr
[(
α†αρ′ + ρ′α†α− 2αρ′α†

)
G
]

= EH
′,α
− +EG,α−

with similar expressions for Eβ− and Eγ−. In the stationary state we find that EH
′,α
− +EH

′,β
− +EH

′,γ
− = 0,

so that somehow they do not contribute to the net energy change. The remaining terms are (in general, not
only in the stationary state)

EG,α− = −(ωL + ωL′)Γασ
s
cc

EG,β− = −ωL′Γβσscc
EG,γ− = −ωLΓγσ

s
bb

(5.21)

which is what you would expect from simple rate considerations. The componet σii, being the probability
to be in a certain energy state, times Γ, the rate of decay, equals the amount of σii that leaves the state per
time, which becomes the intensity when multipied by the corresponding energy of the transition ω.

5.3 Comparison
The expressions (5.21) from subsection 5.2.2 and (5.12) from subsection 5.1.3 describe the intensity of
the emitted light for a 3-level system driven on two transitions for a semi-classical model, which means
that they should be the same. The instantaneous intensity (5.12) has contributions from the off-diagonal
components of the density matrix, but with pre-factors e±iωL′ t

′
, while all the other terms in the expression

are time independent in the stationary state. We can argue that if the driving frequency ωL′ is substantially
high, the average contribution from the oscillating terms in (5.12) over a reasonable time scale evens out to
be 0. In that case, we can ignore these terms and approximate (5.12):

〈I(t)〉 ≈ 〈I〉 = κ2
baσ̂

s
bb + (κ2

cb + κ2
ca)σ̂scc.

This emitted intensity should be equal to 5.21:

〈I〉 = EG,α− + EG,β− + EG,γ−

and inserting the expressions

κ2
baσ̂

s
bb + (κ2

cb + κ2
ca)σ̂scc = −ωLΓγσ

s
bb + (−[ωL + ωL′ ]Γα − ωL′Γβ)σscc.

We can now identify the following relations:

κ2
ba =− ωLΓγ ,

κ2
cb =− ωL′Γβ ,

κ2
ca =− [ωL + ωL′ ]Γα.

Checking with the definitions in (5.18), we see that the proportionality constants, κ’s, correspond to the
correct entities α, β and γ. More precisely, κba corresponds with the b ↔ a transition denoted by γ, κcb
corresponds with the c↔ b transition denoted by β and κca corresponds with the c↔ a transition denoted
by α.
What we found so far is that the intensity of the emitted light will be proportional to the sum of the
population components in the b level, σbb, and the c level, σcc. That means that when the atom is in a
stationary state, the emitted intensity will be described by the already found expressions for the density
matrix components and, with the right values of Γ′, the Autler-Townes splitting should, in theory, be
observed when probing with different ωL′ frequencies.



Conclusion

In this section we will discuss the insights gained through the work done in this thesis. In simple words, the
overarching goal was to revisit the Autler-Townes effect and study the dynamics of an atom that exhibited
this effect. In regard to the dynamics itself, we have attempted to give it a geometrical interpretation by
employing a Bloch-vector representation.
In the end we will discuss what remains to be done and possible future work.

Dynamics

In chapter 3 we began by expressing the Hamiltonian for the atom driven on two transitions by electro-
magnetic waves. Our model of choice was a semi-classical description, where the driving electromagnetic
fields were described as classical waves. This was also done by [1], but the adventage in our description is
that we obtained time-independent equations and Hamiltonian, which was also obtained in [5], but by de-
scribing the electromagnetic wave quantum mechanically. Also, our model was more general in terms of us
initially introducing coupling terms to drive two of the transitions of our 3-level quantum system, whereas
[1] and [5] only coupled one transition. We did, however, obtain the same phenomenon of dynamic Stark
splitting when we limited one of the coupling terms to be much smaller than the other. And indeed we only
focused our attention on the dynamics of the quantum system in that limit.
In section 3.3 the time-evolution of a density matrix was obtained with two different approaches, one by
solving the time-dependent equations with a differential equation solver and the other by transforming the
Hamiltonian to a time-independent frame and using it as a generator in a propagator, for which we had
a closed form expression, discussed in subsection 1.21. The closed form expression, however, was not
expressed explicitly, but calculated numerically. That meant that the results obtained were only lending
themselves for a qualitative interpretation, but, as one could see in Figure 3.1, the Autler-Townes effect
was evidently strong and, concerning the general dynamics, the quantum system was oscillating strongly
between the main driven energy states and subsequently, especially at Autler-Townes resonance points, also
oscillating at the weakly probed transition. The sinusoidal character of these oscillations were as expected
due to the closed form expression for the general time evolution of the density matrix (3.8) being a sum of
sinusoidal functions.
To understand better what happens at the resonance peaks, we set out, in section 3.4, to find an analytical
solution for |〈c|U |a〉|2 at one of the Autler-Townes resonance peaks, where a ↔ b transition is coupled
strongly and a ↔ c is coupled weakly. U is the propagator and by approximating this expression, we
found that the expression takes a form of a sine, oscillating at a frequency defined by the difference in
two of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian. This reminds us of the Rabi oscillations for a 2-level system,
where the oscillating profile was also governed by a sine (see section 2.1) and the frequency would simply
suggest the Bohr frequency condition, where the absorbed or emitted light corresponds to the difference
of the eigenvalues in the Hamiltonian. The more curious result was that the maximal amplitude for this
probability, in the limit where the weaker coupling field was decreasing( decreasing ε, where ε was defined
as the ratio between the weak and strong coupling fields), was of the value 1

2 , which remains uninterpreted,
but it would reach this value after a relatively long time t ≈ 2π√

6ε
. So theoretically, regardless of how small

the coupling (ε) is, the findings suggested that the probability to transition to |c〉 from |a〉 would, after a
relatively long time, always reach the value 1

2 at Autler-Townes resonance peaks. It would have been fully
possible to proceed with finding a more general expression for the probability to transition to |c〉 from any
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combination of states |a〉 and |b〉, but this was not achieved due to time constraints and for the time being,
we can only speculate whether we would obtain the same result.
The natural follow-up question that arises is what would happen in a more realistic model, where decay is
added to the system. How would that affect the dymanics at the Autler-Townes resonance peaks and if we
still would be able to gain high probability values for them. We treated that question in chapter 4, where we
began by reviewing equations for the effect of decay and subsequently applying them to simple, non-driven
2- and 3-level systems, which, non-surprisingly, simply tended towards the lowest energy state exponen-
tially. We then followed the argumentation used in [4] to approximately combine the decay equations with
the equations for an atom driven by an electromagnetic wave to derive the Maxwell-Bloch equations for a
2-level system. These equations are, naturally, already solved elsewhere, but in our solution of it in sub-
section 4.3.2 , we highlighted it’s general form, which is simply an oscillatory term expressed as a sine and
cosine, the amplitudes of which were exponential factors due to decay, in the Bloch-vector representation
(4.16). We observed that, due to the presence of decay, the frequency of oscillations was modified and was
no longer the Rabi frequency(see section 2.1), but a value that is less, as if the frequency got dampened
due to decay. In subsection 4.3.3 we proceeded to, using the same arguments as for the Maxwell-Bloch
equations for a 2-level system, to derive equivalent equations for a driven and open 3-level quantum sys-
tem. We did not, however, succeed in finding an analytical solution for the general time-evolution of the
density matrix like for the 2-level system, so we contended ourselves with discussing numerical solutions
of select initial values for the system. Plotting the probability to jump to state |c〉 in Figures (4.6) - (4.7) for
varying parameters of the probe field strength ε and decay Γ at one of the Autler-Townes resonance peaks,
we could surmise that an analytic form for the solution, akin to the one obtained for the 2-level case, where
the evolution is governed by cosine and sine functions with exponentially decaying amplitudes, could be
possible, but a proper attempt to such a solution was not achieved due to time constraints. However, we
did obtain analytical solutions for the stationary points, that the system eventually decays to, and based the
rest of our discussion on them in subsection 4.3.6. We explicitly presented the probability for the system to
be in state |c〉 at the stationary point as σ̂scc component of the density matrix (4.23) when the main driving
field was resonant δBA = 0, but it proved to be lengthy and hard to interpret by eyeing it, which is still
the case for the approximated form. Plotting σ̂scc as a function of the probe field frequency δ′cb, Figure
4.11 was obtained for a variety of ε and Γ′ values and it summarizes our findings the best. First of all, we
can clearly observe the Autler-Townes resonance peaks at δ′cb ≈ ± 1

2 , as expected, but as Γ′, which was
defined as the ratio between the decay rate and the coupling strength of the main driving field, increases,
we see that the Autler-Townes splitting starts to weaken. In other words, the resonance peaks start to shrink
towards δ′cb = 0 and merge into it at around the value Γ′ ≈ 1

2 , the point at which we completely lose the
dynamic Stark splitting due to decay. Another interesting result that can be seen in the figure, is that as
expected, the decreasing values of ε do result into decreasing values of σ̂scc in general, except for at the
Autler-Townes resonance points, where the decreasing Γ′ value seems to converge σ̂scc into a constant peak
value of σ̂scc → 1

7 (4.24) for any ε as long as the ε is also relatively small. It is important to note that it is not
a given that this is a constant value that the system would generally converge to, because the expression for
the stationary point was calculated for a system where the decay rates of all of the three possible transitions
of the atom were set to be identical. One would potentially need to introduce a separate Γ variable for each
of the rates for a more accurate result. In summary, we do gain a decent understanding of the dynamics
of the system in the limits. For example, if Γ′ is much bigger than ε, we just obtain the trivial result of
the system quickly decaying exponentially before it even has time oscillate as one could see in Figure 4.7.
On the other hand if ε is sufficiently small, but still much bigger than Γ′, we do obtain, if the system starts
in the pure state |b〉 as one can see in Figure 4.9, that initially, the behaviour evolves as a sine, fluctuating
from σ̂cc = 0 to σ̂cc = 1

2 at a rate proportional to ε, like we found in section 3.4, but it does eventually
devolve to, at a much slower rate Γ′, into a constant value of σ̂scc = 1

7 at the resonance peak.
In chapter 5 we investigated if it would be possible to observe the Autler-Townes phenomenon through
emission from the atom. It was done in two different ways, the end result of which corresponded well.
The first approach was based on the treatment of coorrelation functions in [4], which we used to derive the
intensity of emission as a function of the probe field frequency δ′cb for a 3-level system in section 5.1. Due
to a multitude of approximations only a profile of the intensity was obtained, with unknown proportional-
ity constants. The second approach, suggested by [2] in personal communication, was derived in section
5.2 independently from any other work, and, as far as we are concerned, not seen elsewhere. No approx-
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imations were employed and a clear interpretation was given to it. The results showing the intensity of
emissions in (5.21) are isolated into terms, each of which correspond to a separate transition that emits that
energy. The emission corresponding to transitions c ↔ b and c ↔ a were proportional to the probability
σscc to be in state |c〉 and their corresponding decay rates and energies of transition, while b↔ a transition
is proportional to the probability σsbb to be in state |b〉 and the decay rate of that transition times its energy.
Since the profile of dynamic splitting is contained in σscc, this would conclude the fact that Autler-Townes
splitting can, indeed, be observed through emission.

Geometry

The underlying motivation for this thesis was to try to explain the dynamics of the 3-level quantum system
geometrically, using a Bloch-vector representation, and investigate if some sort of geometrical explanation
of the Autler-Townes effect existed.
In chapter 1 we started by reviewing some of the mathematics needed to understand the Bloch-vector
representations of both the 2-level and 3-level systems. It is a well known result that the density matrix
for 2-level systems is represented as a 3-dimensional vector, living withing a unit sphere. In section 1.1
we worked out the general expression for the time evolution of the Bloch-vector for the 2-level system
(1.7) as it is induced by SU(2) transformations within this unit sphere. This expression is well familiar
for descriptions of 2-level systems and represents the Hamiltonian as some vector in the three dimensional
space, where the evolution of the density matrix, which is also represented as a 3-dim vector, happens on
the 2-dimensional plane, perpendicular to the Hamiltonian vector. We employed this description to better
understand, amongst other things, the Rabi-flopping in section 2.1, where the phenomenon was manifested
as simple rotations on a plane, and the evolution of a driven 2-level system with decay in section 4.3.2,
where the dynamics were also simple rotations on a plane, but with an exponentially decaying amplitudes.
The idea, in section 1.2, was to attempt an equivalent geometrical description of 3-level systems by studying
the SU(3) group amongst other things. We learned [9] that the space in which the 8-dimensional Bloch-
vector, representing the 3-level density matrix, lives in is not a unit sphere, but a subspace of it with a
non-trivial topology. We found that the 2-dimensional subspace, that represents the diagonal elements
of the density matrix, and thus the energy populations, was an equilateral triangle, the edges of which
represented the 3 possible pure states. It is reasonable to believe that this is an accurate result and we
did use it widely throughout the thesis to plot the dynamics of energy populations for the 3-level systems,
however, in our derivation of it, we had simply set all the other non-diagonal components to 0 and did not
prove the triangle to be the actual boundary for any arbitrary choice of non-diagonal components.
We proceeded, in subsection 1.2.4, by presenting a closed form expression U for the group element of
SU(3). Just like SU(2) group was used to generate time-evolutions of density matrices for the 2-level
systems, we used SU(3) group to find an expression for the transformation of a 3-level density matrix.
However, the expression was too lengthy to derive and did not lend itself for stating it analytically. Its
solution was, therefore, generated numerically in subsection 3.3.2 for a driven 3-level system. We did
eventually simplify the problem to a special case in subsection 3.4, where we obtained a simple analytical
expression for the probability |〈c|U |a〉|2, which we discussed earlier.
Ultimately, what we wanted to achieve is a general geometrical expression, generated by SU(3), akin to
the one for the 2-level system (1.7), that would clearly express the time-evolution of the 8-dimensional,
representing the Bloch-vector for the 3-level density matrix. This was partly derived in subsection 3.2.2,
but rather late in the process of writing this thesis and was not properly incorporated in terms of interpreting
the results in the chapters outlining the dynamics. The inspiration for the general evolution for a 3-level
density matrix ρ(t) = Uρ(t = 0)U† (3.8), was the realization, in subsection 3.2.1, that the diagonal
form of the Hamiltonian induces 3 separate circular rotations, with frequencies being the three possible
differences between the 3 eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, on the 3 different 2-dimensional planes and one
2-dimensional plane left constant. We did recover that form of expression in (3.8), where the terms should
be projections of ρ(t = 0) onto respective subplanes. However, it remains to study this expression, and
hence the geometrical nature of the time evolution of the 8-dimensional Bloch-vector, further.
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Future work
So far, we did manage to scratch the surface of the dynamics for a 3-level quantum system by simply work-
ing out some approximations and by studying stationary points of the system, but we have initially hoped
to understand how exactly the Autler-Townes effect happens as a result of the 3-level system geometry.
We did not completely reach the latter goal, but some groundwork was laid for further research of the said
geometrical approach.
We did obtain the general equations for a 3-level system driven on two transitions, but we have isolated our
attention on the case where one of the transitions had a much weaker coupling to its respective driving field.
One could argue that a better understanding of the phenomenon could be achieved by first fully understand-
ing the general geometry of the model and only then limit ourselves to the case where the Autler-Townes
effect comes into play, to see it as a part of something more general.
Also, it would be instructive to also model the system fully quantum mechanically, just like it was done by
[5], but also introducing an additional electromagnetic field mode that is coupled to the second transition
in the 3-level system. This way, one could attempt to study the ”dressed-atom” equivalent for the 3-level
system, in addition to being able to describe non-coherent electromagnetic fields and their effect on the
evolution of the atomic state, which was not possible with the semi-classical model.
The equilateral triangle was found to be the boundary of the 2-dimensional space that described the popu-
lations of the energy states, however, as already discussed, it still needs a general proof.
In subsection 4.3.2, where we found an analytical solution for the driven and decaying 2-level system,
we noticed that such a solution is of an oscillating form as a sine, the amplitude of which was decaying
exponentially. Since we showed that the evolution of a 3-level system is also of the form of oscillating
subspaces, one could investigate if, when decay is applied to a driven 3-level system, one could recover a
simple, general and descriptive analytical solution, where we still have the three subspaces oscillating, but
with decaying amplitudes.
Another suggestion for further work is to apply the geometrical approach which we discussed to gain better
insights in the following article [10]. In this article, the authors are studying an open, driven 3-level quan-
tum system, much like the one studied here, but in addition to the Autler-Townes splitting they also study
the effect of the electromagnetically induced transparency, which is a combination of the Autler-Townes
splitting and Fano interference phenomena. The hope would be to reformulate the model in 8-dimensional
Bloch-vector representation and observe if the electromagnetically induced transparency could better be
understood as a consequence of some geometrical result.
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